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Introduction: The method of ligation is one of the imporlant factors influencing friction

in orthodontics. Self-ligating brackets utilize a mechanical device built into the bracket to

seat the wire in the slot, while conventional brackets utilize elastomerics or stainless steel

ligatures tied around bracket wings to ensure the seating of the wire. They may be passive

or active. The purpose of this study was to examine differences in static and dynamic

friction resistance between different self-ligating and conventional bracket systems, over

time and with different angles of bracket tip. Materials and Methods: This study tested

eight different groups of brackets. There were two groups of conventional brackets:

Ovation R (GAC) ligated with elastomerics and Victory (3M Unitek) ligated with

stainless steel ligatures. Therewere six groups of self-ligatingbrackets: Quick

(Forestadent), SPEED (SPEED), In-Ovation (GAC), Damon 3 (Ormco), Smart Clip (3M

Unitek) and Time 2 (Arnedcan Orthodontics). Each group consisted of ten brackets

paired with a 0.016" Sentalloy, straight archwire (GAC). Brackets were bonded to a

hardware apparatus, using Prime & Bond NT (3M), which was attachecl to a Zwick

Universal Testing Machine. Sentalloy wires were pulled individually at 1.58mrn/sec

through the bracket for a distance of 60mm. Each test yielded values for average

coeffìcients of static and dynamic friction and average forces of static and dynarnic

friction. Each wire/bracket combination was tested at 0o,2o, 4" and 6' of tip at the initial

time of testing (0 weeks) and after 3 and 6 weeks of being immersed in water aT 37" C.

Results: Ovation brackets produced the highest forces of static and dynamic friction

(p<0.0001). Victory brackets produced the second highest frictional values (p<0.0001).

All self-ligating brackets produced lower frictional values than conventionally ligated
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brackets. When self-ligating brackets are coÍìparecl to each other it was f-ound that

passive self ligating brackets, Damon 3 and Smart Clip, tended to produce lower static

and dynarnic frictional forces than active self-ligating brackets (p<0.05). Conclusions:

Conventionally ligated brackets are the least friction resistant brackets when compared to

self-ligating systems. Passive self-ligating brackets tended to produce lower frictional

forces than active self-ligating brackets. When füction is considered important in

orthodontic treatment, the use of passive selfJigating brackets may offer advantages.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Introduction to friction in orthodontics

An orthodontist must understand both the biologic as well as the biomechanical

variables of tooth movement. Biologic parameters involve the structural strength and the

viscoelastic characteristics of the periodontal ligament as well as the osteoblastic and

osteoclastic activity of the alveolar bone in both the static and dynamic environment of

tooth position and movement (Kusy, Whitley 1997). Understanding the complex nature

of the interaction between different cellular elements as they are influenced by both the

genetic, biological, biomechanical as well as the environmental milieu, is an important

goal of orthodontic science. There are also biomechanical engineering variables that

have to be contencled with, in orthodoitic practice. These variables involve the fielcls of

biomaterials and biomechanics (Kusy, Whitley 1997). Understanding of biomaterials and

their plopefties is essential in orthodontics as the clinical effectiveness of any procedure

is ultirnately lirnited by the properlies of the materials in use. As well, the concept of

biomechanics is important as it is used in everyday orthodontic practice to provide for the

successful guidance of tooth movement as well as other tissue and bone responses. One

of the irnportant variables, which influences the biomechanical and biomaterials aspects

of orthodontic practice, is friction.
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Chap|.er 2

Review of Literature

2.1 Friction in orthodontic literature

Friction is defìned as the resistance to motion when one object moves tangentially

to another (Cacciafesta et.al. 2003). In everyclay orthodontic clinical practice, friction is

a force that opposes every action that an orthodontist takes to move teeth in a certain

direction. It is the goal of successful clinical practice to control friction by maxirnizing

the efficiency as well as the reproducibility of appliances used (Kusy and Whitley 1997).

There are two different kinds of füction:

-Static friction, defined as the force that needs to be overcome to start the motion

-l(inetic or dynarnic friction, defined as the force needed to resist the sliding

motion of one object over another (Cacciafesta et.al. 2003).

Efficiency with regards to friction refers to the fraction of the applied force that is

delivered to the tooth cornpared to the force rnagnitude that is actually applied. Thus, as

the appliance becomes more efficient, the frictional f'orce decreases and the amount of

force that is effectively delivered to the teeth increases. It is also the goal of orthodontic

biomechanics to keep the frictional and applied forces as low as possible, so as to avoid

the detrimental effects of strain on anchorage, in accordance with Newton's third law of

motion. If the frictional f-orce is high, then the applied force must also be high in order to

overcome the effects of friction. It is more difficult to control the magnitude of the

applied f-orces if they need to be very high in order to overcome friction. The applied

forces may actually becorne so high that they would start acting negatively on the anchor

units, or tooth segments that the ofihodontist cloesn't wish to lrove (Hain et.al. 2006;
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Quinn, Yoshikawa 1985; Wichelhaus et.al. 2005). Thus, it is the goal of orthodontic

clinical practice to keep the reciprocal forces low and to facilitate for effìcient sliding

mechanics (Hain et.al.2006). It has been shown that between 12o/o and 60Yo of the

applied force may be lost to friction (Kusy and Whitley 1997). Others have shown with

finite element analysis that as much as 60Yo to 80% of the applied orthodontic force may

be lost during retraction by sliding mechanics of a canine along a rectangular archwire

(Hain er.al.20061' Kojima and Fukui 2005).

Reproducibility with regards to friction refers to the ability of the practitioner to

activate an orthodontic archwire so that a wire-bracket couple will behave in a

predictable ûlanner each time when customized mechanics are utilized (Kusy and

Whitley 1997). This property offers a degree of control that is necessary in clinical

practice. In other words, it is desirable to be able to utilize mechanics that will offer a

predictable result, as precise control of the tissue response to orlhodontic force is needed.

The idea of reproducibility presumes that if the clinical environment is the same and the

applied force is the same, the resulting friction will be the same (Kusy and Whitley

1997). This is not typically observed as even in precisely controlled laboratory

conditions with the same type of rnaterials used, the frictional forces measured are rarely

exactly the same.

Before discussing f iction and the different fàctors that affect it in

ofihodontics, one needs to understand the classical laws of friction. The fìrst law of

friction states that all fiictional force is proporlional to the applied load, meaning the

normal force, by a constant referred to as the coefficient of friction.
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Figure 2.1: First law of friction (Kusy and Whitley 1997)

Thus, it is a linear relationship between the normal forces, for exarnple the force

of ligation as the wire is tied in with an elastomeric ligature, and the force of friction. The

f-o¡ce of friction is equal to the nonnal force multiplied by the coeffìcient of friction. On

the other hand, the coeffìcient of friction may be derived using geometry as the tangent of

the angle where the opposite side is the force of friction and the adjacent side is the

non¡al force. It is imporlant to note that in orthodontics the first law of friction is always

obeyed (Kusy and Whitley 1997).

The second law of friction states that the coefficient of füction is independent of

the apparent contact area between the two surfaces. This is true even if the two

contacting surfaces initially plastically deform or yield until the appropriate contact area

is attained (Kusy and Whitley 1997). This concept is important to keep in mind as a

significant body of orlhodontic literature deals with describing wear of different materials

as well as surface inegularities of unused archwires and bracket slots. The second law is

usually obeyed in orthodontic clinical practice and thus friction between the brackets and
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archwires is indepenclent of the contact area, surface iregularities or wear of the

materials (Kusy and Whitley 1997; Saunder-s and Kusy 1994).

The third law of friction states that the coefficient of friction of a couple is

independent of the sliding velocity. Thìs law is usually not obeyed in orthodontics. Some

archwires such as the ones containing Nickel-Titanium (NiTi) and Stainless Steel (SS) as

principal elements follow this law and the force of friction remains constant as the sliding

velocity changes. On the other hand, with archwires containing Cobalt-Chromium (Co-Cr

or Elgiloy) frictional force decreases as the velocity increases and with archwires

containing Titanium-Molybdenum (P-Ti) the frictional force increases as the sliding

velocity increases (Kusy and Whitley 1997; Kusy and Whitley 1994).

As well, there are two different types of friction that take place in orthodontics.

The first type of fiìction, called classical friction, exists when there is sufficient clearance

between the bracket and the archwire and the system is passive. Classical friction

depends on three factols: plowing, roughness interlocking and shearing (Kusy and

Whitley 1997; Jastrzebski 1974). Plowing takes place as the two different matedals

(archwire and the bracket) have different hardness values. The harder material will plow

into the softer material and this force, which must be overcorne for sliding to take place,

adds to the overall frictional force. Especially when the harder material happens to be a

corner or an edge, the stress created will exceed the yield strength of the softer material

and remove it. On the other hand, roughness interlocking occurs as asperities

(microscopic surfàce irregularities) of one surface engage the asperities of the other

surface. As a result of the interlocking between the asperities, the wire will have a harder

time sliding through the slot and the overall frictional force increases. The last factor to
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be considered in classical friction is shearing. Shearing takes place as asperities start to

break off from the surface and either attach to the new surface ol fall into the space

between the wire and the bracket slot thereby initiating a three-bocly wear process (Kusy

and Whitley 1991). Thus, shearing brings with itself the concept that material wear may

ultirnately affect friction.

On the other hand, when the wire and the bracket slot are in an active

configuration, as is the case when high angulation and torque are used, two additional

factors need to be considered alongsicle classical friction. First, binding between the two

materials rnay take place. Binding may significantly increase the füctional force in

addition to the ploughing, interlocking and shearing. Thus, with binding between the

archwire and the bracket slot the sliding mechanics may be signihcantly hampered.

Thorstenson and Kusy have found that at the critical angle of binding (an angle of tip

between the wire and the bracket at which binding begins to take place) the three

components of classical friction still contribute to the overall frictional force. However,

when the critical angle of binding is significantly exceeded the three components of

classical friction play a negligent role and binding is the major cause of friction

(Thorstenson and Kusy 2003). Secondly, and in addition to bincling, notching rnay take

place. A notch may be fonned as the second order angulation becomes so severe that the

bracket actually starls plowing into the archwire (Thorstenson and Kusy 2004). This

notch would result in a macroscopic ploughing effect as the harder material fits inside the

notch and all effective sliding rnay be stopped (Kusy and Whitley 1991).
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2.2 Factors affectins friction

There are multiple parameters that need to be considered in order to better

understand fi-iction. Material properlies of different archwires and brackets need to be

examined as these may affect friction (Griffiths et.al. 2005; Ho and West 1991 ; Stannard

et.al. 1986; Ireland et.al. 1991; Garner et.al. 1986; Pratten et.al. 1990). Traditionally,

type 300 stainless steel (SS) materials are used to manufacture orthodontic wires and

brackets. These are austenitic, face centered cubic crystal structure, stable alloys so

named because they exist in one phase in which they are corrosion resistant. These may

be type 301,302,303,304,31ó or 316L alloys. The main components of these ferrous

alloys are iron, chromium, nickel and carbon. Chromium and nickel typically make up

18Yo and 8% respectively. These two elements provide for corrosion resistance of

stainless steel. In addition, nickel acts to stabilize the austenitic form of the material. As

well, there is a low carbon content that prevents chrornium depletion through carbide

formation and subsequent conosion (Kusy and Whitley 1997; Kusy 1997). As well,

Cobalt-Chromiurn alloys (Elgiloy) are used as archwires. This material has yield strength

similar to stainless steel wires with the added property of precipitation hardening.

Precipitation hardening involves increasing the strength of the wire through heat

treatment without significantly affecting its stiffness. In addition, newer Nickel-Titanium

(NiTi) and p-Titanium materials have been used as archwire materials. Nickel-Titanium

materials are principally used as archwire materials in the initial leveling ancl aligning

stages of orthodontic treatment. The original Ni-Ti wires were mafiensitic, body centered

cubic crystal structure, stable and produced significantly lorver stiffness than cornparable

stainless steel wires. However, newer superelastic and then¡oelastic wires have provided
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clinical orthodontics with even less stiffer wires able to deliver continuous forces over

wide deflections. Superelastic NiTi wires are austenitic active and upon loading undergo

a phase transfonnation process whereby they transform into the maftensitic phase. As the

wire unloads in the mouth it undergoes another phase transformation from the marlensitic

back into the austenitic state. As the wire is unloaded it delivers a constant force over a

long distance. The force of unloading is lower than the force that was used to load the

wire. This plocess is known as hysteresis and it involves an internal absorption of energy

as the material undergoes the phase transformation so that it delivers a lower force upon

unloading. On the other hand, thermoelastic NiTis also undergo phase transformation,

however in this case it is from martensitic to austenitic as the mouth temperature is

increased and back to the martensitic as the mouth temperature decreases. The thelmal

properties of the NiTi wires may be controlled through precise manufacturing protocols,

which may involve additions of specific amounts of Copper in order to produce wires

with desired phase transfonnation temperatures. Lastly, p-Ti materials may be used to

produce orthodontic archwires. These wires consist primarily of Titanium, Molybdenum,

Zirconium and Tin (Kusy and Whitley 1997; Kusy 1997). This material is often used

during the intennediate stages of treatrnent where both desirable stiffness and adequate

strength are desired.

Previous research has shown that when the four different archwire materials are

drawn through stainless steel brackets, the stainless steel wires produce the lowest

friction followed by Cobalt-Cluomium, Nickel-Titanium and B-Titanium wires (Kusy

and Whitley 1997; Kusy and Whitley 1990).
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of friction coefficients for stainless steel brackets against four

different archwire materials (Kusy and Whitley 1997)

In addition to archwire materials, one needs to consider bracket materials in order

to understand friction. Conventional brackets most often ernploy stainless steel materials

like the wires discussed above. As well, there are polymeric brackets made up of

polycarbonate (plastic) or of alurnina or zirconia (ceramics). Polycarbonate brackets are

impact resistant brackets that are prone To crazing (Kusy and Whitley 1997; Kirloskar and

Donovan 1985). Crazinginvolves the creation of interconnected pores induced by

mechanical strain, an archwire in the bracket slot, as well as in the presence of intra-oral

fluids that lower the surface tension. Thus, as body fluids become entrapped in these

pores they begin to host bacteria. These two phenomena account for the change in color

of these brackets as well as the potential odors. In addition, polycarbonate brackets are

more susceptible to plastic defonnation compared to other bracket materials due to

increased stress application as well as stress application over extended periods of time.

On the other hand, ceramics such as alumina and zirconia are ûlore stable to chemical
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attack than polycarbonate brackets. Alumina brackets can be used both in single crystal

or polycrystalline forms (Kusy and Whitley 1997; Saunders and Kusy 1994). Single

crystal alumina brackets (sapphire) are more dependant on directionality and are tenned

anisotropic, while polyrneric crystal brackets are independent of the testing direction and

are termed isotropic (Kusy and Whitley 1997). Ceramic brackets were shown to have

higher füctional values when compared to stainless steel brackets. In order to improve

the füction characteristics of ceramic brackets manufacturers have added metal inserts to

serve as the bracket slot. There are also B-Titanium brackets in current use. These

brackets are typically used in patients who are allergic to Nickel, as it is one of the

elements in stainless steel brackets. Titanium-Molybdenum brackets were shown to

produce increased frictional values. In addition, conventional brackets may be gold

plated. These brackets are used more rarely and as per patient's request.

Another consideration in orthodontic friction deals with bracket width and the

interbracket distance. The literature is inconclusive with regards to the ideal bracket

width and interbracket distance as these relate to frictional forces. Several authors have

assumed that wider brackets would create less friction. Some have concluded that wider

ceramic or metal brackets would result in less friction when compared to naffow brackets

(Schlegel 1996; Omana et.al. 1992). Omana et.al. also found that increased loading of

the wire, which takes place with wider brackets, would negate the theoretical effect of

reduced friction (Omana et.al. 1992). Olhers have also found that wider brackets would

result in reduced fiictional forces (Schlegel 1996; Thurow 1982: Kamiyana and Sasaki

1973; Tidy 1 989; Drescher et.al. i 989). On the other hand, researchers have also found

that narrow bracket use would result in less friction. Nikolai and Frank were the first
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ones to suggest such a notion but more recently it was reinforced with the work of

Kapilla et.al. (Schlegel1996; Frank and Nikolai 1983; Kapilla et.al. 1990). Sorne have

also suggested that the best mechanical environment was created with narrow-width

brackets because the nar¡ow slot length would have the least 'limiting' effect on the

action of the archwire (Schlegel 1996; Schudy and Schudy 1989). As well, some of the

earlier work has suggested that both wide and narrow brackets would have a similar

effect (Schlegel 1996; Andreasen and Quevedo 1970). Research designs ernploying only

one bracket to determine the effect of bracket width on friction have been criticized. One

has to consider the interbracket distance as well. In brackets with a shofier slot length,

there may be an increased interbracket distance so the wire will be more elastic.

However, with narrower brackets the critical angle of tip before the wire begins to bind is

also larger and the potential friction is large. On the other hand, wider brackets would

have a shorter interbracket span so the wire will behave stiffer. However, the critical

angle of tip between the wire and the bracket is smaller, and for the wire of the same

diameter the frictional force will be decreased if binding takes place. A complex

biomechanical analysis has demonstrated that there is an interplay between the effects of

bracket width and interbracket distance suggesting that for different individual

circumstances an ideal relationship between the two may be found (Schlegel 1996).

It has also been shown that the angle at which the wire enters the bracket plays a

role in friction as well as the torque if rectangular wires are used. For every wire/bracket

combination there is a critical angle of bracket tip at which the wile is no longer passive

in the bracket and begins to bind to it. If this angle is exceeded the friction will increase

greatly due to binding and the factors of classical füction begin to play a smaller role
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(Thorstenson and Kusy 2003). Others showed the notion that larger angles of tip induce

increased friction as well (Schlegel 199ó; Peterson et.al. 1982; Riley et.al. 1979). Moore

et.al have shown that with every degree of bracket tip the friction in the test brackets

doubled. As well, the same group tested for effects of torque on füction. It was found

that although increased torque does produce higher levels of friction, the effects of torque

on friction are proportionately smaller than the effects of bracket tip (Moore et.al.2004).

Another parameter of importance to orthodontically induced frictional forces is

surface roughness. The second law or füction states that friction is independent of

surface contact. However, in their 1990 study, Kusy and Whitley found that the surface

roughness does indeed influence friction (Kusy and Whitley 1990). In fact, Kusy

suggested that surface roughness plays a major role in determining the force of friction

between the wire and the bracket (Kusy 1991). It is possible that rougher wire or bracket

surfaces may more likely result in ploughing between the two surfaces and thus increase

friction. As well, with rougher surfaces the interlocking between the bracket slot and the

wire may be more likely, again contributing to füction. Lastly, if contact and

interlocking between the surface asperities are Íìore likely, then the shearing component

of the friction force may also be increased.

Hardness of a material is defined as the resistance of the material to localized

plastic defonnation (Kusy and Whitley 1997; Callister 1994). Ceramic materials offer

signifìcantly higher hardness values compared to other archwire/bracket materials.

Metals have intennediate hardness with plastics having the lowest hardness. It is

considered that as the hardness of a material increases so does its strength (Kusy and

Whitley 1997; Callister 1994). Thus, stainless steel wires because they are harder would
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also be stronger, exhibit less plastic defonnation than B-Ti and NiTi wires and exhibit

lower frictional values. This is generally observed to be true.

Another pararreter of irnportance in understanding ofthodontic frictional forces is

wire stiffness (Khambay et.al. 2005; Prososki et.al. 1991). It is generally accepted that

larger diameter wires have higher coefficients of friction than smaller diameter wires.

However, if one cofirpares wires of the same diameter but different compositions it can

be seen that they will exhibit different stiffness values. A wire that is less stiff, given the

same interbracket distance, will deflect more. As the wire is able to deflect more, it

would exhibit a greaTer angle of attack relative to the bracket slot. This greater angle of

attack lneans that it is easier to reach the critical angle and that binding is more likely to

occur. As binding is more likely, the resultant friction would increase significantly. This

phenomenon explains why stainless steel wires of the same diameter as Nickel-Titanium

and B-titanium wires would produce lower friction. As well, stainless steel wires of the

same diameter as Nickel-Titanium and B-Titanium wires are less prone to damage as they

engage the bracket slot.

Wire wear is another parameter that must be examined when orthodontically

induced frictional forces are considered (Khambay et.al. 2005,I(eith et.al.1994).

Abrasion-corosion resistance as well as friction resistance are both important factors

when considering archwire/bracket combinations. Fdction can also be regarded as a

dissipative process involving heat, material chemical change and wear. It is important to

note that the wear particles can stick to the sliding surface and then undergo repeated

deformation ultimately resulting in energy consumption and an increase in friction. On

the other hand, the wear parlicles can also lubricate the sliding contacts resulting in
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decreased f iction (Berradja et.al.2006). lthasbeen shown that stainless steel materials

wear twice as fast as Nickel-Titanium materials. This is due to the formation of porous

surface iron oxides as well as the destruction of the protective chromium oxicle film. An

oxidation reaction also takes place with nickel-titanium wires. However, rather than the

oxide layer which is continuously removed as in stainless steel, Nickel-Titanium wires

fom a transfer fìlm between the wire and the bracket slot consisting of Titanium, Nickel,

Oxygen and Aluminum. This transfer film acts as a third body interface between the wire

and the bracket slot. As well, it is important to note that under the action of periodic

sliding and frictional heat, as is the case with orthodontic movement of teeth, the

asperities may undergo plastic defonnation and fonn micro-welds further increasing

füction (Berradja et.al. 2006). One additional factor to consider involves the behavior of

Nickel-Titanium wires in aqueous solutions. Berradja et.al. have shown that Nickel-

Titanium wires immersed in sodium chloride and water exhibited dissolution of the Ni

ions from the wire (Benadja et.al. 2006). This newly discovered phenomena questions

the biocompatibility of such wires in clinical use. As well, Nickel-Titanium wires from

different manufactures were shown to exhibit varying wear patterns adding the element

of unpredictability when one considers the wear of these wires (Huang2007).

In addition, wire geometry needs to be considered as a factor in the production of

friction. If the brackets and the archwires are in passive confìguration, classical friction

applies and wires of the same material that have both circular as well as rectangular cross

section will produce equivalent coefficients of friction. On the other hand if a critical

angle is exceeded, the frictional force will be different. Kusy and Whitley have shown

that rectangular wires will have a smaller deflection than the circular wires if they are of
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comparable size and engage the same bracket slot. As the deflection and the angles of

wire entry into the slot are reduced, the resulting binding would decrease in severìty.

Thus, rectangular wires would exhibit less binding than square wires, which would

exhibit less binding than round wires. As a result, rectangular wires would produce less

friction due to binding (Kusy and Whitley 1991).

Another factor to consider in orthodontic friction is the fluid media. Over the

years there has been some controversy as to whether fluid media acts as a lubricant or as

an adhesive as the archwire slides through a bracket (Kusy and Whitley 1997, Stannard

et.al. 1986, Garner et.al. 1986, Pratten et.al. 1990, Frank and Nikolai 1980, Nicolls 1968,

Baker et.al. 1987, Downing et.al. 1995). It is important to note that both dry and wet

states exist in the oral cavity. The dry state exists because the force that seats the

archwire acts to expel any fluids between the archwire and the bracket slot. On the other

hand, there ìs a constant supply of saliva, which would act to lubricate the archwire and

the bracket so that there is fluid contact between the two. It is currently thought that

saliva could behave both as a lubricant or an adhesive. The exact action of saliva

depends not on its viscosity but rather on the materials rnaking up the archwire/bracket

cornbination (Kusy and Whtley 1997, Kusy et.al. 1991, Kusy and Schafer 1995).
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of frictional forces in the dry and wet states when using different

archwire materials (Kusy and Whitley 1997)

Lastly, the parameter, which must be considered in orthodontic friction, is the

method of bracket ligation. Conventional clinical orthodontic practice involves both

ligature tied twin brackets and self-ligating brackets. Self-ligating brackets utilize a

mechanical device built into the bracket to close the bracket slot. They may be passive or

active. Passive brackets are those where the closing device or the door is passive and does

not contact the wire and thus applies no force to the wire as it is engaged in the slot.

Active brackets are those that involve a spring or a clip, which applies a ligation force to

ensure that the archwire is seated in the slot (Thorstenson and Kusy 2002). On the other

hand conventional, non-self ligating bracket systems utilize ligatures, tied arouncl the

bracket wings to engage the wire in the slot. These ligatures may be polyurethane

elastomeric, stainless steel or polymer coated.

Although self-ligating brackets have become popular recently, they have been

present for a long time in orthodontics. As early as 1935, the 'Russell Lock' mechanism

$S t*-frr l4iïi S-Ti
?t'irs tu4*äerí*l
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of edgewise attachment was described (Stolzenberg 1935). More recent self-ligating

bracket clevelopments include SPEED (since 1980), Activa (since 1986), Damon SL

(since 1996), Damon 2 (since 2000), In-Ovation (since 2000), Damon 3 (since 2004),

Smart Clip (2005) as well as Forestadent (Forestadent) and Time 2(American).

It was shown that different self-ligating bracket systems have less friction to the

sliding of the orthodontic wire when compared with conventional, non-ligated bracket

systems (Harradine 2001, Henao and Kusy 2004). Different pairings of self-ligating and

non-self ligating brackets were studied to show differences in friction. Shivapuja and

Berger compared the Activa and SPEED self-ligating systems and standard metal twin

brackets. They found that the self-ligating systems displayed significantly lower levels of

friction compared to non-ligating systems. As well, selÊligating systems were associated

with less chair time and improved conditions for proper infection control (Shivapuja and

Berger 1994).ln particular, the SPEED bracket has been continuously used for the past

twenty years. It has been shown that the SPEED brackets may have a reduced coefficient

of fìjction by as much as 93o/o when compared with conventional non-ligating systerns

(Berger 1994, Berger I 990). It has been proposed that decreased füction of the self-

ligating systems leads to more efficient tooth movernent, especially during the initial

alignrnent and leveling stages and during space closure if sliding mechanics are used

(Hain ef.al.2003, Eberling et.al. 2001).

Passive self-ligating systems as seen with Damon brackets were shown to have

greatly reduced friction when compared to non-ligating brackets and active self-ligating

brackets (Thomas et.al. 1998). This is thought to occur as the passive systerns exert no or
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very little force to engage the wire. The lack of active contact between the closing

lnechanism and the archwire is thought to result in less friction.

Another proposed benefit of the self-ligating systems has been the reduced chair

tìme, as ligatures are not used (Maijer and Smith 1990). As well, decreased overall

treatment time has also been shown with self-ligating bracket systems (Hain et.al. 2003).

On the other hand, non-self ligating bracket systems offer the benefit of significantly

lower costs. Keeping both the scientific research data and clinical judgment based on

cost/effectiveness in mind may help one make the choice between the use of active or

passive self-ligating systems or non-self ligating systems.

2.3 Purnose of the Studv

The purpose of this study is to examine:

1. Differences in static and dynamic/kinetic friction resistance between different

self-ligating and non-self ligating bracket systems

2. Differences in static and dynamic friction between active and passive self-ligating

bracket systerns

3. Differences in static and dynamic füction between the elastomeric and stainless

steel ligation methods

4. Difference in friction resistance between different self-ligating and non-self

ligating bracket systems at three and six week inten¿als, simulating the mid period

and the end period of ofihodontic adjustrnents and using water to better simulate

mouth conditions
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Chapter 3

Materials and Methods

3.1 Null Hypotheses

Null Hypothesis #1: The self-ligating bracket systems will produce similar friction to

sliding compared to non-self ligating, conventional, bracket systems.

Null Hypothesis #2: Stainless steel ligatures will produce similar friction to movement

compared to elastomeric ligatures and self-ligating brackets

Null Hypothesis #3: Passive self-ligating brackets will produce similar friction to

movement when compared to active self-ligating brackets

Null Hypothesis #4: As the angle of bracket tip increases from 0o to 2o, 4" and 6", the

frictional force will exhibit no change.

Null Hypothesis #5: The effect of incubation in water at3J" for three and six weeks will

have no effect on the frictional forces produced.

3.2 Research Design

It was decided that in order to have adequate study power for statistical analysis i0

brackets of each kind per group were to be used in the testing process. There were 8

groups each containing 10 brackets that were tested. As well, each bracket was paired

with a single 0.016 Sentalloy (GAC), straight, Nickel-Titanium containing archwire.

Thus, there were 80 Sentalloy (GAC) wires used in the study.
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3.3 Materials

3.31 Orthodontic Brackets and Wires

Orthodontic manufacturing companies were contacted and asked to donate 10 new

0.022 slot maxillary premolar brackets. The following bracket types were used in the

study:

1. Ovation-R (GAC International Inc., 355 Knickerbocker Avenue, Bohemia, New

York). This is a conventional bracket.

2. In-Ovation (GAC, lnternational [nc., 355 Knickerbocker Avenue, Bohemia, New

York). This is an active self-ligating bracket.

3. Victory (3M Unitek Orthodontic Products, 2124 South Peck Road, Monrovia,

California). This is a conventional bracket.

4. Smart Clip (3M Unitek Orthodontic Products, 2724 Solth Peck Road, Monrovia,

California). This is a passive self-ligating bracket.

5. SPEED (SPEED System Orthodontics, Strite Industries Ltd.,298 Shepherd

Avenue, Cambridge, Ontario). This is an active self-ligating bracket.

6. Damon 3 (Ormco Corporation,lJIJ West Collins, Orange, California). This is a

passive self-ligating bracket.

1 . Time 2 (American Orthodonti cs, 17 14 Cambridge Avenue, Sheboygan,

Wisconsin). This is an active self-ligating bracket.

8. Quick (Forestadent, 151 Westliche,75Il2 Pforzheim, Germany). This is an

active self ligating bracket.
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Each contacted company willingly donated the above mentioned bracket materials. As

well, GAC was asked to donate 80 new, 0.016 Sentalloy, straight, Nickel-Titanium

containing archwires.

3.32 Hardware Apparatus

A hardware apparatus was constructed for the purposes of this experiment. This was done

with the help of Ken Rodie a machine technician at the Bannatyne Campus, University of

Manitoba. This apparatus consists of a stainless steel base and a vertical column, which

houses the adjustable bracket base component.
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tip. The four sets of measurements were repeated for each of the ten brackets in a group

and for all eight groups.

Following the initial testing in dry conditions all the brackets were immersed in

water and left at37 for a period of three weeks. Following the three-week period all the

measurements were repeated. The brackets were then immersed in water at3l for

another three weeks. After another three weeks all the measurements were repeated.

3.5 Statistical Analvses

Statistical analysis was performed using the SAS v 9.1 and involved a three-way

analysis of variance, ANOVA, to find relationships between friction produced by various

bracket types, different angles of tip and time. A Bonfer¡oni adjustment was perfomed for

the 12 comparisons of each pair of types compared. A relationship was considered

significant throughout the entire study for a three-way ANOVA if p<0.004.
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4.1 Force of static friction at times 0, 3 and 6 weeks and at different angles of bracket tip

4.1 1 Force of static friction values at 0,3 and 6 weeks and at different values of
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A.l2Force of static friction values at 0, 3 and 6 weeks and at different values of
bracket tip for Victory brackets
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4.I4 Force of static friction values at 0, 3 and 6 weeks and at different values of
bracket tip for Quick brackets

4.15 Force of static friction values at 0, 3 and 6 weeks and at different values of
bracket tip for Damon 3 brackets
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Chapter 4

Results

4.L Force of static friction at times 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at different ansles of
bracket tip

A three-way analysis of variance was performed to determine the relationship

between forces of static friction produced by different bracket groups, angles of tip and

different testing times. A statistically significant relationship was found between the

three variables with the F value of 2.09, p<0.004.

4.11 Force of static friction values at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at different values of

bracket tip for Ovation R brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.1: Averuge forces of static friction (N) for Ovation R brackets at 0, 3 and 6 weeks

and different angles of bracket tip

For Ovation R brackets tested at the initial time of testing, it was found that

brackets at 0 and 2 degrees of tip produced frictional forces similar to each other and

significantly lower than the brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip. All other average static

frictional forces at the initial time of testing were similar.

0

0.189

0.531

0.523

Angle of Tip

24

0.168 0.82r

0.464

0.449

6

0.849

0.455

0.464

0.438

0.41r
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When Ovation R brackets were tested after 3 weeks it, was found that brackets

tested at 0 degrees of tip produced average static frictional force values that were

significantly higher than those produced when these brackets were tested at 2, 4 and 6

degrees of tip.

When Ovation R brackets were tested after 6 weeks, it was found that brackets

tested at 0 degrees oftip produced significantly higher average static frictional forces

than brackets tested at 2, 4 and 6 degrees of tip.

When considering Ovation R brackets at a given angle of tip and over time, it was

found that brackets tested at 0 degrees of tip produced the highest force values at the

initial time of testing. Ovation R brackets tested at2 degrees of tip produced the highest

average static frictional force values at the initial time of testing and lower static

frictional forces, similar to each other, when tested after 3 and 6 weeks. As well, Ovation

R brackets tested aI 4 and 6 degrees of tip also produced the highest average static

frictional force values at the initial time of testing and lower forces, similar to each other,

when tested after 3 and 6 weeks.
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 .l?Force of static friction values at 0.3 and 6 weeks and at different values of

bracket tip for Victorv brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.2: Average forces of static friction (N) for Victory brackets at 0,3 and 6 weeks

and different angles ofbracket tip

Victory brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced the highest average

static frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. As well, brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip

produced static frictional forces that were lower than those produced at 6 degrees of tip

but at the same time higher than those produced at 2 degrees of tip. All other static

frictional forces were similar to each other.

Victory brackets tested after 3 weeks and at 0 and 6 degrees of tip produced

average static frictional forces which were significantly higher than those produced by

the brackets tested at 2 degrees of tip. As well, brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip

produced significantly higher average static frictional forces than those tested at 4

degrees of tip.

Victory brackets tested after 6 weeks produced significantly higher average static

frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 0,2 and 4 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 0,

2, and 4 degrees of tip produced static frictional forces similar to each other.
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0.160 0.2t5

0.238

0.196

6

0.319

0.329

0.294
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When considering Victory brackets over time, it was found that brackets tested at

0 degrees of tip produced the highest average static frictional force values after 3 weeks.

Brackets tested at 0 degrees of tip and at the initial time of testing and after 6 weeks

produced frictional forces similar to each other. Victory brackets tested at2 degrees of tip

produced higher average static frictional forces after 3 weeks than at the initial time of

testing. Brackets tested at 2 degrees of tip produced similar static frictional force values

when tested at the initial time of testing and after 6 weeks. As well, Victory brackets

tested al4 degrees of tip produced higher average static frictional forces when tested after

3 weeks than at the initial time of testing and after 6 weeks. Lastly, Victory brackets

tested at 6 degrees of tip produced similar static frictional force values at all three testing

times.

4.13 Force of static friction values at 0- 3 and 6 weeks and at different values of

bracket tin for SPEED brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.3: Average forces of static friction (N) for SPEED brackets at 0, 3 and 6 weeks

and different angles of bracket tip

SPEED brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced significantly higher

average static frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 0 degrees of tip. Static frictional
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0.024
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0.016 0.044

0.011

0.014

6

0.060

0.060

0.071
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forces produced at 2 and 4 degrees of tip were statistically similar to those produced at 0

and 6 degrees of tip.

SPEED brackets tested after 3 weeks produced significantly higher forces at 6

degrees of tip than at 2 degrees of tip. All other static frictional forces after 3 weeks were

similar.

SPEED brackets tested after 6 weeks produced significantly higher average static

frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 0 degrees of tip. Ass other static frictional

forces after 6 weeks were similar to each other.

When considering SPEED brackets tested at a given angle of tip and over time it

was found that brackets tested at 0,2, 4 and 6 degrees of tip produced similar average

static frictional forces at all three testing times.

4.14 Force of static friction values at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at different values of

bracket tin for Ouick brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.4: Ãverage forces of static friction (N) for Quick brackets at0,3 and 6 weeks and

different angles ofbracket tip

Quick brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced higher average static

frictional forces at 4 and 6 degrees of tip than at 0 and 2 degrees of tip. As well, forces
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0.002

0.026

0.018

Angle of Tip

24

0.012 0.007

0.009

0.005

6

0.074

0.052

0.059

0.029

0.028



produced at 0 and 2 degrees of tip were similar to each other and those produced at 4 and

6 degrees of tip were similar to each other.

Quick brackets tested after 3 weeks produced similar average static frictional

forces at all four angles of bracket tip.

Quick brackets tested after 6 weeks produced higher average static frictional

forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 2 degrees of tip. All other static frictional forces were

similar to each other.

When considering Quick brackets at a given angle of tip over time it was found

that brackets tested at 0 and 4 degrees of tip produced similar average static frictional

forces at all three testing times. Brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced significantly

higher frictional forces at the initial time of testing than after 3 and 6 weeks. Lastly,

brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip produced similar average static frictional forces at all

three testing times.

4^1^5 tr'orce of sfgfic friction values at 0- 3 and 6 weeks and at different values of

bracket tip for Damon 3 brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.5: Average forces of static friction (N) for Damon 3 brackets at 0, 3 and 6 weeks

and different angles ofbracket tip
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0.015

0.018

0.015

Angle of Tip

24

0.005 0.025

0.007

0.007

6

0.054

0.036

0.044

0.017
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Damon 3 brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced higher average

static frictional force values at 6 degrees of tip than at 2 degrees of tip. All other static

frictional forces were similar to each other.

Damon 3 brackets tested after 3 weeks produced similar average static frictional

forces at all three testing times.

As well, Damon 3 brackets tested after 6 weeks produced similar average static

frictional forces at all three testing times.

When Damon 3 brackets are considered over time, it was found that brackets

tested at a given angle of tip produced similar static frictional forces at all three testing

times.

4.16 Force of static friction values at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at different values of

bracket tip for In-Ovation brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.6; Average forces of static friction (N) for ln-Ovation brackets at0,3 and 6

weeks and different angles of bracket tip

In-Ovation brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced similar average

static frictional forces at all four angles of tip. The same relationship was observed when

In-Ovation brackets were tested after 3 and 6 weeks.
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0.013

0.034

0.023

Angle of Tip

24

0.019 0.039

0.014

0.006

6

0.061

0.052
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When considering In-Ovation brackets over time, it was found that brackets at a

given angle of tip produced similar average static frictional forces at all three testing

times.

4.17 Force of static friction values at 0- 3 and 6 weeks and at different values of

bracket tip for Smart Clip brackets

Angle of Tip

0246

0 weeks 0.013 0.009 0.025 0.049

3 weeks 0.018 0.006 0.032 0.059

6 weeks 0.019 0.003 0.02 0.049

Table 4.J: Average forces of static friction (N) for Smart Clip brackets at 0, 3 and 6

weeks and different angles of bracket tip

Smart Clip brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced similar average

static frictional forces at all four angles oftip.

Smart Clip brackets tested after three weeks produced higher average static

frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 2 degrees of tip. All other static frictional

forces were similar to each other.

Smart Clip brackets tested after 6 weeks produced similar average static frictional

forces at all four angles ofbracket tip.

When considering Smart Clip brackets over time, it was found that brackets tested

at a given angle of tip produced similar static frictional forces at all three testing times.
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4.18 Force of static friction values at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at different values of

bracket tio for Time 2 brackefs

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.8: Average forces of static friction (N) for Time 2 brackets at 0, 3 and 6 weeks

and different angles of bracket tip

Time2 brackets tested at the initial time of testing and at 6 degrees of tip

produced significantly higher average static frictional forces than the brackets tested at 0

and 2 degrees of tip. All other static frictional forces were similar to each other.

Time 2 brackets tested after 3 weeks produced similar average static frictional

forces at all four angles of bracket tip. The same relationship was observed with brackets

tested after 6 weeks.

When considering Time 2 brackets at a given angle of tip and over time it was

found that Time 2 brackets produced similar static frictional forces at all three testing

times.

0

0

Angle of Tip

24

0.018 0.045

0.021

0.014

0.014

0.011

6

0.075
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0.038

0.031

0.023
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4.19 Comnarison of static frictional forces between non-self lisatins and self-lisatins

bracket qroups

Ovation R brackets, at a given angle of tip and at a given time, consistently

produced higher static frictional forces than Victory, SPEED, Quick, Damon 3, In-

Ovation, Smart Clip and Time2 brackets.

Victory brackets, ligated with stainless steel ligatures, when tested at a given

angle of tip and at a given time produced static frictional forces which were significantly

lower than those produced by Ovation R brackets and at the same time higher than the

forces produced by SPEED, Quick, Damon 3, In-Ovation, Smart Clip and Time2

brackets.

4.2Force of dvnamic/kinetic friction at times 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at different

angles of bracket tip

A three way analysis of variance was performed to determine the relationship

between forces of dynamic friction produced by different bracket groups, using different

angles of tip and different testing times. A statistically significant relationship was found

between the three variables with the F value of 2.I9.
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4.21 Force of dvnamic&inetic coefficient of friction values at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at

different values of bracket tip for Ovation R brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.9'. Average forces of dynamic friction (N) for Ovation R brackets at 0, 3 and 6

weeks and different angles of bracket tip

Ovation R brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced significantly

higher average dynamic frictional forces at 4 and 6 degrees of tip than at 0 degrees of tip.

As well, brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip produced significantly higher average dynamic

frictional forces than the brackets tested at2 degrees oftip.

Ovation R brackets tested after 3 weeks produced significantly higher average

dynamic frictional forces at 0 degrees of tip than at 4 and 6 degrees of tip.

Ovation R brackets tested after 6 weeks produced higher average dynamic

frictional forces at 0 degrees of tip than at 2,4 and 6 degrees of tip.

When Ovation R brackets are considered over time, brackets tested at 0 degrees of

tip produced higher average dynamic frictional forces at the initial time of testing than

after 3 and 6 weeks. As well, brackets tested at 0 degrees of tip and after 6 weeks

produced higher frictional forces than those tested after 3 weeks. Ovation R brackets

tested at2 degrees of tip produced higher average dynamic frictional forces at the initial
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time of testing than after 3 and 6 weeks. Ovation R brackets tested af 4 degrees of tip also

produced higher average dynamic frictional forces at the initial time of testing than after

3 and 6 weeks. Lastly, Ovation R brackets tested after 6 weeks produced higher average

dynamic frictional forces at the initial time of testing than after 3 and 6 weeks.

4.22 Force of dvnamic/kinetic coefficient of friction values at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at

different values of bracket tip for Victorv brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.10: Average forces of dynamic friction (N) for Victory brackets at 0, 3 and 6

weeks and different angles of bracket tip

Victory brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced higher average

forces of dynamic friction at 6 degrees of tip than at 0,2 and 4 degrees of tip. As well,

brackets tested at4 degrees oftip produced higher frictional forces than those tested at 0

and2 degrees of tip, which produced similar average dynamic frictional forces to each

other.

Victory brackets tested after 3 weeks produced higher dynamic frictional forces at

6 degrees of tip than at 0 and 2 degrees of tip. As well, brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip

produced higher frictional forces than those tested at2 degrees of tip.

0

0.159

0.225

0.184

Angle of Tip
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Victory brackets tested after 6 weeks produced higher frictional forces at 6

degrees of tip than at 0,2 and 4 degrees of tip. As well, brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip

produced higher frictional forces than those tested at 0 and 2 degrees of tip.

When Victory brackets are considered over time it was found that brackets tested

at 0 degrees of tip it was found that brackets tested after 3 weeks produced significantly

higher average dynamic frictional forces than those tested at the initial time of testing and

after 6 weeks. Victory brackets tested at2 degrees of tip produced significantly higher

average dynamic frictional forces after 3 and 6 weeks than at the initial time of testing.

Victory brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced higher average dynamic frictional

forces after 3 and 6 weeks than at the initial time of testing. Lastly, Victory brackets

tested at 6 degrees of tip produced similar dynamic frictional forces at all three testing

times.

4.23 Force of dynamic/kinetic coeffÏcient of friction values at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at

different values of bracket tip for SPEED brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.1 1: Average forces of dynamic friction (N) for SPEED brackets at 0, 3 and 6

weeks and different angles of bracket tip

0

0.001

0.013

0.016

Angle of Tip
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0.012 0.028

0.007

0.009

6
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0.019

0.033
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SPEED brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced higher average

dynamic frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 0 degrees of tip. All other frictional

forces produced were similar.

SPEED brackets tested after 3 weeks produced higher average dynamic frictional

forces at 6 degrees oftip than at 2 degrees oftip.

SPEED brackets tested after 6 weeks produced higher average dynamic frictional

forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 0 and 2 degrees of tip. All other frictional forces

produced were similar.

When considering SPEED brackets at a given angle of tip and over time, it was

found that brackets tested at 0,2, 4 and 6 degrees of tip produced similar average

dynamic frictional forces at all three testing times.

4.24Force of dvnamic/kinetic coeffïcient of friction values at 0.3 and 6 weeks and at

different values of bracket tip for Ouick brackets

0 weeks

Table 4.12: Average forces of dynamic friction (N) for Quick brackets at 0,3 and 6

weeks and different angles of bracket tip

Quick brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced significantly higher

average dynamic frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 0 and 2 degrees of tip.
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Quick brackets tested after 3 weeks produced similar average dynamic frictional

forces at all four angles of bracket tip.

Quick brackets tested after 6 weeks produced higher average dynamic frictional

forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 2 degrees of tip. All other dynamic frictional forces

produced after 6 weeks were similar.

Quick brackets tested at a given angle of tip and over time produced similar

average dynamic frictional forces at all three testing times.

4.25 Force of dynamic/kinetic coefficient of friction values at 0, 3 and 6 \ileeks€rid¿t

different values of bracket tio for Damon 3 brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.13: Average forces of dynamic friction (N) for Damon 3 brackets at 0, 3 and 6

weeks and different angles of bracket tip

Damon 3 brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced higher average

dynamic frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 2 degrees of tip. All other dynamic

frictional forces were similar.

Damon 3 brackets tested after 3 weeks produced similar frictional forces at0,2,4

and 6 degrees of tip. A similar pattem was observed with Damon 3 brackets tested after 6

weeks with similar forces being produced at all four angles.
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Damon 3 brackets tested at a given angle of tip produced similar average dynamic

frictional forces at all three testing times.

4.26Force of dvnamic/kinetic coefficient of friction values at 0.3 and 6 weeks and at

different values of bracket tin for In-Ovation brackets

0 weeks

3 weeks

6 weeks

Table 4.14: Average forces of dynamic friction (N) for ln-Ovation brackets at 0,3 and 6

weeks and different angles of bracket tip

0

0.007

0.022

0.015

Angle of Tip

24

0.014 0.029

In-Ovation brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced higher average

dynamic frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 0 degrees of tip. All other dynamic

frictional forces produced were similar to each other.

0.013

0.002

In-Ovation brackets tested after 3 weeks produced similar average dynamic forces

at all four angles of bracket tip. A similar pattern was observed with In-Ovation brackets

after 6 weeks.

6

0.051

0.042

0.034

0.025

0.016

When In-Ovation brackets at a given angle of tip are considered over time it was

found that similar average dynamic frictional forces were produced at all three testing

times.

4.27 Force of dynamic/kinetic coefficient of friction values at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at

different values of bracket tip for Smart Clip brackets
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Angle of Tip

0246

0 weeks 0.009 0.005 0.019 0.036

3 weeks 0.014 0.004 0.023 0.043

6 weeks 0.013 0.003 0.015 0.036

Table 4.15: Average forces of dynamic friction (N) for Smart Clip brackets at 0, 3

and 6 weeks and different angles of bracket tip

Smart Clip brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced similar average

dynamic frictional forces at all four angles of bracket tip

Smart Clip brackets tested after 3 weeks produced significantly higher average

dynamic frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 2 degrees of tip. All other dynamic

frictional forces were similar to each other.

Smart Clip brackets tested after 6 weeks produced similar average dynamic

frictional forces at all four angles ofbracket tip.

When considering Smart Clip brackets at a given angle of tip over time, it was

found that similar average dynamic frictional forces were produced at all three testing

times.
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4.28 Force of dynamic/kinetÍc coeffTcient of friction values at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and at

different values of bracket tip for Time 2 brackets

Angle of Tip

0246

0 weeks 0 0.016 0.035 0.062

3 weeks 0.007 0.004 0.015 0.025

6 weeks 0.007 0.01 0.017 0.021

Table 4. 16: Average forces of dynamic friction (N) for brackets at 0, 3 and 6 weeks and

different angles ofbracket tip

Time 2 brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced higher average

dynamic frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip than at 0 and 2 degrees of tip. All other

dynamic frictional forces were similar to each other.

Ttme 2 brackets tested after 3 weeks produced similar dynamic frictional forces at

all four angles of bracket tip. A similar pattern was observed when Time 2 brackets were

tested after 6 weeks.

Ttme 2 brackets tested at a given angle of bracket tip produced similar average

forces of dynamic friction at all three testing times.

4.29 Comparison of static frictional forces between non-self lieatine and self-ligatine

bracket groups

consistently produced higher frictional forces than Victory, SPEED, Quick, Damon 3, In-

Ovation, Smart Clip and Time 2 brackets.

With regards to dynamic friction, it was found that Ovation R brackets
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As well, victory brackets, ligated with stainless steel ligatures, consistently

produced lower dynamic frictional forces than Ovation R brackets but at the same time

produced higher forces than SPEED, Quick, Damon 3, In-Ovation, Smart Clip and Time

2 brackets.

4.3 Comparison of forces of static friction of self-ligatinq brackets onlv at times 0. 3

and 6 weeks and at different ansles of bracket tin

A statistically significant relationship was found between the type of bracket used,

time and angle of tip. A three way ANOVA was performed to study the relationship

between the variables. A statistically significant relationship was found with an F value

of 1.41. In the following two sections self-ligating brackets are again discussed in terms

of the effects of the angle of tip and time. This was done in order to point out the

differences while considering self-ligating brackets only as the non-self ligating brackets

in the previous sections may have affected the sensitivity of the results. All the data on

average static frictional forces was presented in table format in section 4.1.

4.31 Static frictional forces of SPEED brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and different

aneles of tip

SPEED brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced significantly higher

average static frictional forces at4 and 6 degrees of tip than at 0 degrees of tip. As well,

brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip produced significantly higher average static frictional

forces than the brackets tested at2 degrees oftip.

SPEED brackets tested after 3 weeks produced the highest average static

frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 0,2 and 4 degrees of tip produced

average static frictional forces similar to each other.
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SPEED brackets tested after 6 weeks produced higher frictional forces at 6

degrees of tip than at 0 and 2 degrees of tip. As well, brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip

produced average static frictional forces higher than those produced by brackets at 2

degrees of tip.

When considering SPEED brackets over time and at a given angle of bracket tip,

it was found that these brackets produced similar average static frictional forces at all

three testing times.

4.32 Static frictional forces of Ouick brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and different

anqles of tip

Quick brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced higher static frictional

forces at 6 and 4 degrees of tip than at 0 and 2 degrees of tip. As well, brackets tested at 6

and 4 degrees of tip produced similar static frictional forces to each other as did the

brackets tested at 0 and 2 degrees oftip.

Quick brackets tested after 3 weeks produced significantly higher frictional forces

at 6 than atZ degrees of tip. All other frictional forces were similar to each other.

Quick brackets tested after 6 weeks produced the highest static frictional forces at

6 degrees of tip. All other forces produced were similar to each other.

When Quick brackets are considered over time, it was found that brackets tested

at 0 degrees of tip produced similar static frictional forces at all three testing times. A

similar pattern was observed with Quick brackets tested at2 degrees of tip. Quick

brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced the highest static frictional forces at the initial

time of testing and lower forces, similar to each other when tested after 3 and 6 weeks.
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Quick brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip produced similar static frictional forces at all

three testing times.

4.33 Static frictional forces of Damon 3 brackets at 0- 3 and 6 weeks and different

ansles of tip

Damon 3 brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced the highest static

frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 0,2 and 4 degrees of tip produced

lower forces which were similar to each other.

Damon 3 brackets tested after 3 weeks produced higher static frictional forces at 6

than at 2 degrees of tip. All other frictional forces were similar.

Damon 3 brackets tested after 6 weeks produced higher static frictional forces at 6

degrees of tip than at 0 and 2 degrees of tip.

When considering Damon 3 brackets at a given angle of tip and over time it was

found that these brackets produced similar static frictional forces at all three testing times.

4.34 Static frictional forces of In-Ovation brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and different

angles of tip

In-Ovation brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced higher static

frictional forces at 6 and 4 degrees of tip than at 0 degrees of tip. As well, brackets tested

at 6 degrees of tip produced higher frictional forces than brackets tested at 2 degrees of

tip.

In-Ovation brackets tested after 3 weeks produced higher static frictional forces at

6 than at2 degrees of tip.

In-Ovation brackets tested after 6 weeks also produced higher frictional forces at

6 degrees of tip than ar.2 degrees of tip.
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In-Ovation brackets at a given angle produced similar static frictional forces at all

three testing times.

4.35 Static frictional forces of Smart Clip brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and different

anqles of tip

Smart Clip brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced higher static

frictional forces at 6 than at 0 and 2 degrees of tip.

Smart Clip brackets tested after 3 weeks also produced higher static frictional

forces at 6 degrees oftip than at 0 and 2 degrees oftip.

Smart Clip brackets tested after 6 weeks produced the highest static frictional

forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 0,2 and 4 degrees of tip produced similar

static frictional forces.

Smart Clip brackets tested at a given angle and over time produced similar static

frictional forces at all three testing times.

4.36 Static frictional forces of Time 2 brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and different

angles of tip

produced the highest static frictional forces. As well, Time 2 brackets tested at 4 degrees

of tip produced higher static frictional forces than those tested at 0 degrees of tip.

Time 2 brackets tested at the initial time of testing and at 6 degrees of tip

Time 2 brackets tested after 3 weeks produced higher static frictional forces at 6

degrees of tip than at 2 degrees of tip.

Time 2 brackets tested after 6 weeks also produced higher frictional forces at 6

degrees of tip than at 2 degrees of tip.
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Time 2 brackets tested at 0 degrees of tip produced similar static frictional forces

at all three testing times. The same relationship was observed for Time 2 brackets tested

at 2 and 4 degrees of tip. Time 2 brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip produced the highest

static frictional forces at the initial time of testing.

4.37 Comparison of static frictional forces of different self-lisating brackets at

different ansles of tin and over time

Self-ligating brackets tested at the initial time of testing and at 0 degrees of tip

produced similar average forces of static friction. The same relationship was observed for

self-ligating brackets tested at the initial time of testing and at 2 degrees of tip.

'When self-ligating brackets were compared at the initial time of testing and at 4

degrees of tip, it was found that Quick brackets produced higher static frictional forces

than all other self-ligating brackets tested.

Self-ligating bracket groups tested at the initial time of testing and at 6 degrees of

tip all produced similar static frictional forces. The same relationship was observed when

self-ligating brackets were compared after three weeks and at a given angle of tip.

As well, self-ligating brackets tested after 6 weeks and at 0 degrees of tip all

produced similar average static frictional forces. The same relationship was observed

when self-litating brackets were compared after 6 weeks and at 2 degrees of tip as well as

after 6 weeks and at 4 degrees of tip.

Lastly, when self-ligating brackets were compared after 6 weeks and at 6 degrees

of tip it was found that SPEED brackets produced higher average static frictional forces

than Time 2 brackets. All other self-ligating brackets after 6 weeks and at 6 degrees of tip

produced similar static frictional forces.
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4.4 Comnarison of forces of dvnamic friction of self-lisatins brackets onlv at times

0. 3 and 6 weeks at different aneles of bracket tip

A statistically significant relationship was found between the bracket types used,

angle of tip and time by employing a three-way ANOVA. The three-way ANOVA

yielded an F value of 5.76, with p<0.0001. All the data on average dynamic forces

discussed in this section was presented in table format in section 4.2.

4.41 Dynamic frictional forces of SPEED brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and different

angles of tip

SPEED brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced the highest dynamic

frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced the next

highest dynamic frictional forces, followed by brackets tested at 2 degrees of tip.

Brackets tested at 0 degrees of tip produced the lowest dynamic frictional forces.

SPEED brackets tested after 3 weeks produced the highest dynamic frictional

forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced lower forces than

those tested at 6 degrees of tip but higher than those tested at 2 degrees of tip. Brackets

tested at 0 and 2 degrees of tip produced similar dynamic frictional forces.

SPEED brackets tested after 6 weeks produced the highest frictional forces at 6

degrees of tip. Brackets tested al4 degrees of tip produced higher forces than those tested

at 0 and 2 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 0 and 2 degrees of tip produced similar

dynamic frictional forces.

When considering SPEED brackets over time, brackets tested at 0 degrees of tip

and after 3 and 6 weeks produced significantly greater dynamic frictional forces than

those tested at the initial time of testing. SPEED brackets tested at 2 degrees of tip
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produced similar dynamic frictional forces at all three testing times. Brackets tested at 4

degrees of tip produced significantly higher dynamic frictional forces after 6 weeks than

after 3 weeks. Brackets tested af 4 degrees of tip produced similar dynamic frictional

forces at all three testing times. SPEED brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip produced the

highest dynamic frictional forces after 6 weeks.

4.42 Dvnamic frictional forces of Ouick brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and different

angles of tip

At the initial time of testing, Quick brackets at 6 degrees of tip produced

significantly higher dynamic forces than those tested at 0,2 and 4 degrees. As well,

brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced significantly higher dynamic frictional forces

than those tested at 0 and 2 degrees of tip, which produced similar forces to each other.

Quick brackets tested after 3 weeks produced the highest dynamic frictional

forces at 6 degrees of tip. Dynamic frictional forces produced at 0 and 4 degrees were

similar to each other and significantly higher than those produced at 2 degrees of tip.

Quick brackets tested after 6 weeks, again, produced the highest dynamic

frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested af 4 degrees of tip produced higher

dynamic frictional forces than those tested at 0 and 2 degrees of tip, which produced

forces similar to each other.

'When considering Quick brackets over time it was found that brackets tested at 0

degrees of tip and at the initial time of testing produced significantly lower dynamic

frictional forces than the brackets tested after 3 and 6 weeks. Quick brackets tested at 2

degrees of tip produced similar dynamic frictional forces at all three testing times. The

same was true of Quick brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip. Quick brackets tested at 6
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degrees of tip produced significantly higher forces at the initial time of testing than after

3 weeks.

4.43 Dvnamic frictional forces of Damon 3 brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and

different ansles of tip

Damon 3 brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced the highest

dynamic frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced

dynamic frictional forces higher than those at 0 and 2 degrees of tip, which were similar

to each other.

Damon 3 brackets tested after 3 weeks produced the highest dynamic frictional

forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced forces lower than

those at 6 degrees oftip but higher than those at2 degrees oftip.

Damon 3 brackets tested after 6 weeks produced the highest frictional forces at 6

degrees oftip. Brackets tested at4 degrees oftip produced forces greater than those at 2

degrees of tip.

When considering Damon 3 brackets over time, it was found that brackets tested

at 0 degrees of tip produced similar dynamic frictional forces at all three testing times.

The same was true of brackets tested ar"2 and4 degrees of tip. Damon 3 brackets tested at

6 degrees of tip produced higher dynamic frictional forces at the initial time of testing

than after 3 and 6 weeks.
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4.44 Dynamic frictional forces of In-Ovation brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and

different ansles of tip

In-Ovation brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced the highest

dynamic frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced

higher dynamic frictional forces than those tested at 0 and 2 degrees of tip.

In-Ovation brackets tested after 3 weeks also produced the highest dynamic

frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets at 0 and 4 degrees of tip produced dynamic

frictional forces similar to each other which were higher than those produced at 2 degrees

of tip.

In-Ovation Brackets tested after 6 weeks produced the highest dynamic frictional

forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 0 and 4 degrees of tip produced forces similar

to each other and higher than those produced at2 degrees oftip.

In-Ovation brackets at 0 degrees of tip produced lower dynamic frictional forces

at the initial time of testing than after 3 weeks. In-Ovation brackets tested at 2 degrees of

tip produced higher dynamic frictional forces at the initial time of testing and after 3

weeks than after 6 weeks. In-Ovation brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced similar

dynamic frictional forces at the initial time of testing and after 3 weeks, which were

higher than those produced after 6 weeks. Lastly, In-Ovation brackets tested at 6 degrees

of tip and at the initial time of testing produced higher dynamic frictional forces than

those tested after 3 and 6 weeks.
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4.45 Dvnamic frictional forces of Smart Clin brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and

different angles of tip

Smart Clip brackets tested at the initial time of testing produced the highest

dynamic frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced

higher dynamic frictional forces than those at 0 and 2 degrees of tip, which produced

similar forces to each other.

Smart Clip brackets tested after 3 weeks also produced the highest dynamic

frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced higher

dynamic frictional forces than those tested at 0 degrees of tip. Lastly, Smart Clip brackets

tested at 0 degrees of tip produced higher dynamic frictional forces than those tested at 2

degrees of tip.

Smart Clip brackets tested after 6 weeks produced the highest dynamic frictional

forces at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets tested at 0 and 4 degrees of tip produced dynamic

frictional forces similar to each other and higher than those produced at 2 degrees of tip.

When Smart Clip brackets are considered at a given angle of tip and over time, it

was found that these brackets produced similar dynamic frictional forces at all three

testing times.

4.46 Dvnamic frictional forces of Time 2 brackets at 0. 3 and 6 weeks and different

angles of tip

At the initial time of testing, Time 2 brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip produced

the highest dynamic frictional forces. Time 2 brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced

dynamic frictional forces higher than those produced at2 degrees of tip. Lastly, Time2
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brackets tested at 2 degrees of tip produced dynamic frictional forces which were higher

than those produced at 0 degrees of tip.

Time 2 brackets tested after 3 weeks and at 6 degrees of tip again produced the

highest dynamic frictional forces. Time 2 brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip produced

dynamic frictional forces higher than those produced by brackets tested at 2 degrees of

tip.

Time 2 brackets tested after 6 weeks also produced the highest dynamic frictional

forces at 6 degrees oftip. Brackets tested at4 degrees oftip produced forces higher than

those produced at 0 degrees of tip.

Ttme2 brackets tested at 0 degrees of tip produced similar dynamic frictional

forces at all three testing times. Time 2 brackets tested at 2 degrees of tip produced higher

dynamic frictional forces at the initial time of testing than after 3 weeks. Time 2 brackets

tested at 4 degrees of tip produced the highest dynamic frictional forces at the initial time

of testing. Lastly, Time2 brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip also produced the highest

dynamic frictional forces at the initial time of testing.

4.47 Comoarison of dvnamic frictional forces of different self-lisatins hrackets at

different ansles of tin and over time

At the initial time of testing and at 0 degrees of tip all self-ligating brackets

produced similar dynamic frictional forces.

As the initial time of testing and at 2 degrees of tip, SPEED, In-Ovation and Time

2 brackets produced higher dynamic frictional forces than Damon 3 brackets. Time 2 and

In-Ovation brackets also produced higher dynamic frictional forces than Smart Clip
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brackets. Lastly, Time2 brackets produced higher dynamic frictional forces than Quick

brackets.

At the initial time of testing and at 4 degrees of tip, SPEED, In-Ovation and Time

2 brackets produced higher dynamic frictional forces than Damon 3 brackets. As well,

SPEED, ln-Ovation and Time 2 brackets produced higher forces than Smart Clip

brackets. Lastly, Time 2 brackets produced higher dynamic frictional forces than Quick

brackets.

At the initial time of testing and at 6 degrees of tip, Time 2 brackets produced

higher dynamic frictional forces than all other brackets tested. As well, SPEED, Quick

and In-Ovation brackets produced higher frictional forces than Smart Clip brackets.

Lastly, In-Ovation and Quick brackets produced higher frictional forces than Damon 3

brackets.

After 3 weeks and at 0 degrees of tip, In-Ovation brackets produced higher

dynamic frictional forces than SPEED, Damon 3 and Time2 brackets. As well, Quick

brackets produced higher frictional forces than Time 2 brackets.

After 3 weeks and at 2 degrees of tip, In-Ovation brackets produced higher

dynamic frictional forces than Damon 3, Smart Clip and Time 2 brackets. All other

dynamic frictional forces produced were similar to each other.

After 3 weeks and at 4 degrees of tip, Quick, In-Ovation and Smart Clip produced

higher dynamic frictional forces than Damon 3 brackets. As well, In-Ovation and Smart

Clip brackets produced higher frictional forces than Time 2 brackets.

After 3 weeks and at 6 degrees of tip, SPEED, Quick, In-Ovation and Smart Clip

brackets produced higher dynamic frictional forces than Damon 3 brackets. As well,
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SPEED, Quick, Smart Clip and In-Ovation brackets produced higher frictional forces

than Time 2 brackets.

After 6 weeks and at 0 degrees of tip, SPEED brackets produced higher dynamic

frictional forces than Time 2 brackets. All other brackets produced similar frictional

forces.

After 6 weeks and at 2 degrees of tip, all brackets produced similar dynamic

frictional forces.

After 6 weeks and at 4 degrees of tip, SPEED brackets produced higher dynamic

frictional forces than all other bracket groups tested. All other bracket groups produced

similar frictional forces.

After 6 weeks and at 6 degrees of tip, SPEED brackets again produced higher

frictional forces than all other brackets tested. As well, Quick brackets produced higher

dynamic frictional forces than Damon 3, Smaft Clip, Time 2 and In-Ovation brackets.

Note: ln addition to values for forces of dynamic and static friction, the software used in

this study also yielded values for coefficients of dynamic and static friction. The purpose

of this study was not to discuss the coefficients of friction in great detail, however all the

raw data for coefficients of dynamic and static friction are included in the appendix

section of this thesis
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Chapter 5

Discussion

5.L Friction of self-liqatine brackets compared to conventional brackets

The results of this study demonstrated with high statistical significance

(p<0.0001) that conventional brackets produced higher static and dynamic frictional

forces than all the self-ligating brackets tested. This was true at 0, 3 and 6 weeks and at

all different angles of bracket tip. This is consistent with research of others (Sims et.al.

1993, Sims et.al.I994,Pizzoni et.al. 1998, Khambay ef al.2004, Henao and Kusy 2005

Article B). Interestingly there is one report in the literature, which demonstrated higher

frictional forces in self-ligating brackets than in conventionally tied brackets (Redlich

et.al. 2003). This discrepancy in the evidence may be a testament to the lack of research

design standardization between studies.

The results of this study confirm the notion that brackets conventionally ligated

produce higher frictional forces. One large component of the increased frictional force is

the very high seating force that is exerted on the wire by the elastic and the stainless steel

ligature. This coupled with the friction between the elastic/stainless steel ligature and the

wire results in high forces. On the other hand, with all self-ligating brackets, the frictional

forces were lower. A significant factor to consider is the size of the wire used in this

experiment. Because a 0.016" Sentalloy wire was used in brackets with0.022" slots, the

wire was essentially passive in all self-ligating brackets and there was some play between

the wire and the bracket slot. Thus, all the self-ligating brackets produced significantly

lower frictional forces than the conventionally tied brackets.
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5.2 Friction of stainless steel tied brackets comnared to elasticallv tied brackets

The majority of the literature agrees that loosely tied stainless steel ligatures

would produce less friction than elastomeric ligatures (Bednar et.al. 7991, Taylor and

Ison 1996, Hain et.al. 2003, Thorstenson and Kusy 2003, Chimenti et.al. 2005).

However, the literature is not unanimous in this regard (Edwards et.al. 1995, Khambay

et.al.2004).

The results of this study for both static and kinetic friction showed with statistical

significance that brackets tied with elastomeric ligatures produced higher frictional forces

than those tied with stainless steel ligatures. In addition brackets tied with stainless steel

ligatures produced significantly higher frictional forces than all the self-ligating brackets

tested. It was also shown that stainless steel ligature tied brackets may produce higher

frictional forces than self-ligating brackets under certain conditions, such as high

angulation of bracket tip (Read-Ward et.al. 1991). The apparent variation in the literature

with regards to friction produced by stainless steel ligated brackets compared to

elastomeric tied brackets or the self-ligating brackets may be due to several factors.

There is no uniformity in the testing apparatuses used in the literature as well as the

testing procedure itself for testing friction involving self-ligating and conventional

brackets. Studies also utilize different bracket and wire combinations, different time

frames of testing, different storing conditions and different angles of tip to test friction

(Read-Ward et.al. I99T,Thorstenson and Kusy 2003, Khambay et.al.2004, Chimenti

et.al. 2005). As well, there are no set guidelines in the literature for the procedure of

stainless steel ligation of brackets. This study utilized four complete turns of the stainless

steel tie to engage the 0.016 Sentalloy wires used.
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5.3 Friction of passive self-ligatins brackets compared to actÍve self-lisatins

brackets

When considering static frictional forces, passive self-ligating brackets tended to

produce similar frictional forces to active self-ligating brackets. There were some active

self-ligating brackets, namely Quick at the initial time of testing and at 4 degrees of tip

and SPEED brackets after 6 weeks and at 6 degrees of tip, that produced higher static

frictional forces than other brackets tested.

When considering dynamic friction, Damon 3 and Smart Clip brackets tended to

produce lower frictional forces than other self-ligating brackets. This was true at the

initial time of testing and at 2,4 and 6 degrees of tip as well as after 3 weeks and at 0 and

2 degrees of tip and after 6 weeks and at 6 degrees of tip. At other times, passive self-

ligating brackets produced similar forces to other active self-ligating brackets tested with

the exceptions of brackets tested after 3 weeks and at 4 and 6 degrees of tip when Smart

Clip brackets produced higher forces than Time 2 brackets.

The results of this study indicate that, when dynamic friction is considered, there

is a tendency for the passive self-ligating brackets to produce lower frictional forces than

active self-ligating brackets. There is no study in the literature that compared the exact

combination of different bracket groups coupled with a 0.016 Sentalloy. However, a

study by Thorstenson and Kusy (2002) compared Activa, Damon 2, Twinlock, In-

Ovation, SPEED and Time brackets coupled with a 0.018x0.025" stainless steel wire. It

was found that brackets with passive slides, Activa, Damon 2 and Twinlock, produced

lower dynamic frictional values when compared to active self-ligating brackets

(Thorstenson and Kusy 2002). In a more recent study, Henao and Kusy (2004, Article B)
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confirmed that passive self-ligating brackets produce lower dynamic frictional forces than

active self-ligating brackets.

5.4 Effect of the ansle of tio on friction of different bracket prouns

corresponding increases in the angles of tip. In fact, when static friction is considered,

brackets tested at 0 degrees of tip produced the highest frictional forces in some

instances. When dynamic friction is considered, Ovation R brackets produced similar

forces at all four angles of tip. Such results indicate that the high seating forces exerted

by the elastic ligatures were the deciding factor in the frictional forces produced.

Victory brackets tested for both static and dynamic friction tended to produce the

highest frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. All the self-ligating brackets tested tended to

produce the highest static and dynamic frictional forces at 6 degrees of tip. Self-ligating

brackets tested at 4 degrees of tip, in some instances, produced the second highest static

and dynamic frictional forces following the forces produced at 6 degrees of tip. Brackets

tested at 0 and 2 degrees of tip tended to produce lower frictional forces similar to each

other.

Previous research has found that from 0 to 4 degrees oftip, there is a tendency for

the frictional forces to be constant and low. As the angle of tip increases past 4 degrees, it

was found that the dynamic frictional forces produced tend to increase in constant

increments (Thorstenson and Kusy 2001, Thorstenson and Kusy 2003, Thorstenson and

Kusy 2004). This is a reflection of passive and active configurations as the wires slide

through brackets. If the angle of tip is below the critical contact angle, the wire is

considered passive and it is not binding to the corners of the bracket slot. Once the

Ovation R brackets did not exhibit an increase in frictional forces with
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critical contact angle of tip is reached, the wire begins to bind and the dynamic frictional

forces increase (Thorstenson and Kusy 2001). It was shown that with a 0.018x0.025"

stainless steel wire the contact angles for brackets ranged from2.8-4.5 degrees

(Thorstenson and Kusy 2002). There are no specific examples in the literature of contact

angles with 0.016 round wires but it can be expected that the exact angle would be higher

than for the 0.018x0.025 wire. This may place the brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip

above the critical contact angle.

5.5 Effect of time and wet storase on frÍction of different bracket srouDs

Ovation R brackets produced the highest static and dynamic frictional forces at

the initial/dry time of testing. When tested after 3 and 6 weeks of being immersed in

water at 37 degrees, Ovation R brackets produced significantly lower static frictional

forces. On the other hand Victory brackets tested after 3 weeks produced significantly

higher static frictional forces than at 0 or 6 weeks. With regards to dynamic friction

Victory brackets produced higher frictional forces after 3 and 6 weeks than at the initial

time of testing. Such results for Victory brackets may be associated with aging and

corrosive changes involving the ligature-bracket-wire interface. All the self-ligating

brackets tended to produce similar static frictional forces at different testing times. When

dynamic friction is considered, there was no consistent effect of time.

In the 2002 study, Thorstenson and Kusy have shown that self-ligating brackets

produced lower dynamic friction in the wet state than in the dry state for passive self-

ligating brackets and the opposite was true of active self-ligating brackets (Thorstenson

and Kusy 2002). As well, in their 2003 study, Kusy and Thorstenson showed higher

dynamic frictional forces for conventionally ligated brackets in the wet state than the dry
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state (Thorstenson and Kusy 2003). The important difference between these studies and

this study is the method in which the wet state was tested. In the previously mentioned

two studies artificial saliva was dripped onto the brackets/wires. This study immersed

brackets in water at37 degrees over 3 and 6 weeks in order to more closely mimic the

timeline between clinical wire activations.
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Chapter 6

Limitations of the present studv

The present study was done employing a 0.016 Sentalloy wire to test for frictional

forces. It is very difficult to find an exact match in the literature where the same or a very

similar comparison is done. Although a 0.016 NiTi wire is a typical leveling and aligning

wire for the 0.022 slot brackets, the great majority of literature concentrates friction

testing on rectangular stainless steel wires which are typically used for sliding mechanics

and space closure.

As well, this study looked at both dynamic and static frictional forces. The

majority of the literature concentrates on dynamic frictional forces. Thus, comparisons of

static frictional forces are difficult to perform.

Lastly, this study did not explain the reasons why frictional forces for a given

bracket group changed over time. One of the critical factors to be studied is aging of the

materials and in particular how aging would correlate with frictional changes over time.

As well, aging needs to be considered differently for the intra-oral and laboratory

environments, as intraorally aging could be associated with adsorbtion and calcification

of biofilm. In addition, in vivo aging may be associated with increased porosity of wire

and bracket materials and increased roughness (Eliades and Bourauel 2005).
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Chapter 7

Sussested modifïcations for future studies

Future studies should include the use of rectangular stainless steel wires. These

wires are typically used for sliding mechanics and during space closure. In particular

more direct comparisons to literature may be made with such wires as the majority of

friction resistance studies available to date deal with rectangular stainless steel wires.

As well, future studies should concentrate on understanding the reasons for the

changes in friction resistance over time. Aging is a very important factor in such a

process. In addition, future studies should try as closely as possible to mimic the intraoral

environment as orthodontic friction happens in patients.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this study, as was shown by others, the self-ligating bracket systems produced

lower static and dynamic frictional forces than the non-self ligating, conventional bracket

systems. Thus, null hypothesis #1 is rejected.

As well, brackets tied with stainless steel ligatures produced less friction to

movement than elastomeric ligatures but more friction than self-ligating brackets. Others

also showed this. Thus, null hypothesis #2 is rejected.

Passive self-ligating brackets, namely Damon 3 and Smart Clip, tended to

produce lower static and dynamic frictional forces compared to active self-ligating

brackets, which included In-Ovation, SPEED, Time 2 and Quick. Thus, null hypothesÍs

#3 is rejected.

As the angle of bracket tip increases from 0" to 2", 4" and 6o, the frictional forces

produced did not increase by a constant, thus exhibiting a positive correlation. In fact,

brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip, presumably above the critical angle, tended to

produced higher frictional forces. Thus, null hypothesis #4 is rejected.

Lastly, the effect of incubation in water at 37" for three and six weeks did not

have an effect on the frictional forces produced by all the brackets. Brackets ligated with

conventional elastomeric ligatures exhibited lower frictional forces after 3 and 6 weeks

compared to the initial time of testing. Stainless steel ligated brackets produced higher

frictional forces after 3 weeks than at the initial time of testing and after 6 weeks. Self-

ligating brackets exhibited similar frictional forces at different testing times. Thus, null

hypothesis #5 is rejected.
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Chapter 10

10.L Raw data tables

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dYnamic

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
B

I
10

0.46 0.9

0.58 1 .'13

0.35 0.69
0.46 0.9

0.3 0.59
0.36 0.71

0.42 0.82
0.37 0.73
0.46 0.9

0.26 0.52

Ovation R brackets at 0 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient
of static (N) of of

static dynamic

1 0.43 0.85 0.4

2 0.55 1.O7 0.49

3 0.35 0.69 0.37

4 0.46 0.91 0.43

5 0.38 0.75 0.41

6 0.29 0.57 0.28

7 0.28 0.55 0.24

I 0.45 0.87 0.36

I O.42 0.83 0.5

10 0.3 0.59 0.28

0.42 0.83
o.52 1.02

0.38 0.75
o.42 0.82
0.38 0.74
0.28 0.55

o.24 0.47
0.34 0.66
0.46 0.9

0.24 0.47

Ovation R brackets at 0 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

Force
(N)of

dynamic
0.79
0.97
0.72
o.B4
0.81

0.55
0.48
o.71

0.97
0.55
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Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dYnamic

1

2
J

4
5

6
7
I
I

10

0.42 0.82
o.57 1.12

0.37 0.73
0.51 1

0.38 0.75
0.44 0.86
0.27 0.53
o.4 0.79
0.5 0.98

o.32 0.63

Ovation R brackets at 0 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dYnamic

o.4 0.78
0.52 1.01

0.37 0.72
0.42 0.83
o.42 0.82
0.36 0.7
0.23 0.45
0.35 0.69
0.54 1.07

0.27 0.53

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
I
9

10

0.43 0.84
0.55 1.08

0.4 0.79
0.55 1.09

0.39 0.76
0.41 0.81

0.28 0.55
0.45 0.89
0.51 0.99
0.35 0.69

Ovation R brackets at 0 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dYnamic

0.44 0.86
0.56 1.09

0.37 0.72
0.42 0.83
0.41 0.8
0.38 0.74
0.24 0.46
o.37 0.73
0.55 1.08

0.25 0.49

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10

0.39 0.76
0.24 0.47
0.3 0.58

0.35 0.68 0.18 0.36

Ovation R brackets at 3 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

0.32 0.63
0.19 0.37
0.28 0.55
0.24 0.47
0.23 0.45
0.18 0.35

0.41 0.8
0.28 0.54
0.27 0.53

0.38 0.75

0.21 0.41

0j4 0.28
0.24 0.47
o.24 0.47
0.17 0.34
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.39
2 0.23
3 0.28
4 0.2
5 0.31

6 0.18
7 0j2
I 0.24
9 0.26

10 0.16

Force Coefficient Force
(N) of of (N) of
static dynamic dynamic

0.77 0.39 0.77

Ovation R brackets at 3 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

0.45
0.55

0.4
0.61

0.35
o.23
0.48

0.5
0.3

0.21 0.42
0.26 0.51

0.17 0.33
0.34 0.68
0.21 0.41

0.12 0.23
0.24 0.47
0.26 0.5
0.16 0.32

Coefficient
of static

0.36
0.23
0.29
0.17
0.32
0.17
0.09
0.19
o.27
0.14

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
I
I

10

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

Ovation R brackets at 3 weeks and4 degrees of tip

0.71

0.45
0.58
0.32

Bracket Coefficient
of static

0.63 0.33 0.6s
0.33 0.2 0.4
0.19 0.1 0.19

0.37 0.73
0.21 0.42
0.26 0.52
0.16 0.31

o.37
0.52
0.28

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I

10

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.35
o.22
0.29
0.17
0.36
0.16
0.11

0.23
0.3

0.14

0.21 0.42
0.26 0.51

0.15 0.29

Ovation R brackets at 3 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

0.68
0.43
0.58 0.27 0.53
0.33 0.15 0.3

o.7
0.32

0.36 0.71

0.22 0.43

0.21 0.1 0.19
0.45 0.2 0.4

0.58 0.28 0.55

0.35 0.68
0.'19 0.38

0.27 0.13 0.26
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10

0.35
0.22
0.29
0.17
0.36
0.16
0.11

0.23
0.3

0.14

Force
(N)of
static

0.68
0.43
0.58
0.33

0.7
o.32
o.21

0.45
0.58
0.27

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.36 0.71

0.22 0.43
0.27 0.53
0.15 0.3
0.35 0.68
0.19 0.38
0.1 0.'19

0.2 0.4
0.28 0.55
0.13 0.26

Ovation R brackets at 3 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10

o.41

0.11

0.17
0.39
0.39
0.25
0.27
0.24
0.27
o.17

Force
(N)of
static

0.81

o.21

0.34
o.76
0.77
0.48
0.53
0.48
o.52
0.33

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.39 0.76
0.16 0.31

0.21 0.41

0.25 0.49
0.37 0.73
0.28 0.54
0.33 0.64
0.27 0.52
0.3 0.59

0.19 0.37
Ovation R brackets at 6 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Coefficient
of static

0.31

0.1

0.'15

0.31

0.3
0.21

0.25
0.26
0.25
0.16

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
I

10

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

Ovation R brackets at 6 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

0.61

0.19
0.3
0.6

0.58
0.41

0.49
0.51

0.49
0.3'l

o.28 0.56
o.12 0.24
0.16 0.32
0.22 0.44
0.28 0.55
0.24 0.47
0.25 0.49
0.26 0.5
0.27 0.52
0.14 0.26
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Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

stat¡c dynamic dYnamic

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10

0.29 0.58
0.12 0.24
0.14 0.27
o.27 0.54
0.4 0.78

0.21 0.41

o.29 0.56
0.25 0.5

0.26 0.5

0.17 0.33

Ovation R brackets at 6 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dYnamic

0.26 0.51

o.12 0.24
0.16 0.3

0.23 0.45
0.36 0.71

0.23 0.44
o.25 0.48
0.24 0.47
0.27 0.54
0.15 0.29

1 0.24 0.48
2 0.11 0.22
3 0.15 0.29
4 0.26 0.51

5 0.4 0.78
6 0.24 0.47
7 0.25 0.49
I 0.26 0.51

I 0.28 0.54
10 0.1 I 0.35

Ovation R brackets at 6 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

Bracket

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10

0.24 0.47
0.11 0.21

0.15 0.3
o.2 0.4

0.35 0.69
o.24 0.48
0.25 0.5

o.24 0.46
0.28 0.54
0.16 0.31

Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dYnamic dYnamic

0.04 0.08 0.03 0.06

0.02 0.05 0.02 0.04

0.16 0.32 0.14 0.28

0.21 0.4 0.12 0.24

o.o7 0j4 0.06 0.12

0.05 0.1 0.04 0.07

0.08 0.15 0.07 0.15

0.3 0.59 0.28 0.55

0.05 0.09 0.04 0.07

0.01 0.01 0 0.01

Victory brackets at 0 weeks and 0 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02

2 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03

3 0.22 0.44 0.23 0.45

4 0.11 0.22 0.09 0.17

5 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.09

6 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.04

7 0.09 0.18 0.09 0j7
B 0.24 0.47 0.22 0.43

I 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05

10 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Victory brackets at 0 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force
of static (N) of

static
1 0.04 0.07
2 0.04 0.08
3 0.19 0.38
4 0.1 0.2

5 0.09 0.17
6 0.06 0.12
7 0.15 0.3
I 0.32 0.64
9 0.08 0.16

10 0.02 0.03

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.03 0.06
0.04 0.07
0.21 0.4
0.08 0.16
0.08 0.15
0.05 0.09
0.16 0.3
0.34 0.67
0.08 0.16
0.01 0.02

Victory brackets at 0 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.09 0.18 0.08 0.16

2 0.09 0.17 0.08 0.'15

3 0.31 0.61 0.33 0.64

4 0.15 0.28 0.12 0.24

5 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2

6 0.11 0.21 0.1 0.19

7 0.19 0.38 0.21 0.4

8 0.46 0.9 0.46 0.89

9 0.'11 0.21 0.1 1 0.21

10 0.o2 0.05 0.02 0.04

Victory brackets at 0 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic

1 0.21 0.42 0.19 0.37

2 0j5 0.3 0.16 0.32

3 0.'19 0.38 0.13 0.26

4 0.18 0.35 0.12 0.23

5 0.09 0j7 0.05 0.1

6 0.22 0.44 0.19 0.37

7 0.09 0.17 0.07 0.13

B 0.21 0.41 0j7 0.34

I O.12 0.24 0.07 0.13

10 0 0.01 0 0

Victory brackets at 3 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force
of static (N) of

static
1

2
\)

4
5

0.17 0.33
0.16 0.31

0.15 0.3

0.17 0.33
o.o7 0.13

6 0.19 0.37
7 0.07 0j4
8 0.16 0.32
I 0.06 0.13

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.16 0.31

0.19 0.38
0.11 0.21

0.13 0.25
0.04 0.08
0.18 0.36
0.07 0.13
0.16 0.32
0.04 0.09
0.01 0.01

Victory brackets at 3 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic

1 0.22 0.43 0.22 0.43

2 0.19 0.37 0.19 0.37

3 0.13 0.26 0.11 0.21

4 0.18 0.35 0.14 0.27

5 0.07 0.13 0.05 0.1

6 0.19 0.36 0.19 0.38

7 0.11 0.21 0.1 0.19

8 0.19 0.37 0.18 0.36

I 0.09 0.18 0.1 0.19

10 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02

Victory brackets at 3 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

10 0.01 0.02
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Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dYnamic

0.2 0.39 0.2 0.4
0.24 0.48 0.25 0.49
oj7 0.33 0.16 0.3

0.19 0.38 0.16 0.31

0.09 0.17 0.06 0j2
0.21 0.41 0.21 0.42
0.15 0.29 0.13 0.25
0.19 0.36 0.18 0.36
0.23 0.45 0.24 0.47
0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02

1

2
.)

4
5
6
7
I
I

10

Victory brackets at 3 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force
of static (N) of

static
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
I

10

0.04 0.08
0.13 0.26
0.26 0.5'1

0.12 0.23
0.17 0.34
0.06 0j2
0.16 0.32
0.01 0.01

0.06 0j2
0.01 0.02

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.02 0.05
0.08 0.16
o.25 0.48
0.09 0.17
0j2 0.24
o.o2 0.04
0.29 0.57

00
0.05 0.11

0.01 0.02

Victory brackets at 6 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.05 0.11 0.02 0.05

2 0.12 0.24 0.11 0.21

3 0.24 0.47 0.2 0.4

4 0.12 0.24 0.1 0.21

5 0.17 0.34 0.15 0.3

6 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.o2

7 0j4 0.27 0.28 0.55

I 0.01 0.01 0 0

9 0.05 0.'l 0.05 0.09

10 0.06 0.12 0.05 0.09

Victory brackets at 6 weeks and 2 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

slatic dynamic dynamic
1 0.06 0.13 0.04 0.08
2 0.17 0.33 0.16 0.32
3 0.23 0.44 0.23 0.44

4 0.13 0.26 0.1 1 0.21

5 0.18 0.36 0.17 0.34
6 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.02
7 0.26 0.5 0.42 0.82

I 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01

9 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.11

10 0.09 0.1 I o.o7 0.13

Victory brackets at 6 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force
of static (N) of

static
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10

0.08 0.'16

0.16 0.32
0.22 0.44
0.15 0.29
0.21 0.41

0.04 0.o7
0.42 0.82
0.01 0.o2
0.08 0.'15

0.13 0.26

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.05 0.1

0.15 0.3
0.21 0.42
0.12 0.24
0.2 0.4

0.03 0.05
0.61 1.2

0.01 0.02
0.07 0.14
0.1 0.19

Victory brackets at 6 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force
of static (N) of

static
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
I

10

00
00
0 0.01

00
00
00
00
00
00

0.01 0.01

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
00
00
0 0.01

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

SPEED brackets at 0 weeks and 0 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1

2
\)

4

5

6
7
B

I

Force
(N)of
static

0.01

0.02
0.02
0.o2
0.03
0.01

0.02
o.o2
0.01

0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02
0.01

0.01

0.01

0.0.1

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0 0.01

0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01

0.01 0.o2
0 0.01

0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01

0.01 0.01

00
SPEED brackets at 0 weeks and2 degrees of tip

10 0

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.02
2 0.o2
3 0.02
4 0.03
5 0.03
6 0.02
7 0.03
I 0.02
I 0.02

Force Coefficient
(N)of of
static dynamic

0.04 0.02
0.05 0.02
0.04 0.01

0.05 0.02
0.05 0.02
0.05 0.o2
0.06 0.02
0.04 0.01

0.04 0.01

o.o2 0.01

SPEED brackets at 0 weeks and 4 degrees of tip
10

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.03
2 0.03
3 0.03
4 0.03
5 0.03
6 0.03
7 0.04
8 0.03
I 0.03

10 0.02

Force
(N)of

dynamic
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
o.o2
0.020.0'1

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.06 0.03 0.06
0.06 0.02 0.05
0.06 0.02 0.05
0.07 0.o2 0.04
o.07 0.03 0.06
0.06 0.02 0.04
0.06 0.02 0.05
0.07 0.02 0.04
0.05 0.02 0.04
0.04 0.01 0.03

SPEED brackets at 0 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

10
2 0.o1

3 0.02
4 0.01

5 0.01

60
7 0.02
I 0.01

9 0.0'1

10 0.02

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

SPEED brackets at 3 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

0.01

0.02
0.03
0.02
0.01

0.01

0.04
o.o2
o.o2
0.03

Bracket Coefficient
of static

10
20
3 0.01

40
5 0.01

6 0.01

7 0.01

80
90

10 0.0'1

00
0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01
0.01 0.o2

00
0 0.01

o.o2 0.04
0.01 0.01

0 0.01

0.0'l 0.02

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

SPEED brackets at 3 weeks and2 degrees of tip

0.01

0
0.01

0
o.o2
0.01

0.03
0.01

0
o.o2

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.02
20

00
00
0 0.01

00
0 0.01

0 0.01

0.01 0.02
00
00

0.01 0.02

3
4
5

6
7
8

I
10

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.03 0.0'1 0.o2
000

0.02 0.01 0.o2
o.o2 0.01 0.01

0.04 0.01 0.02
0.02 0.01 0.02
0.03 0.02 0.03
0.04 0.02 0.03
0.01 0 0

0.05 0.02 0.04

0.01

0.01

o.o2
0.01

0.02
o.o2
0.0'1

0.02
SPEED brackets at 3 weeks and 4 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1

2
3
4
5

ô
7
I
I

10

0.03
0.01

0.o2
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.06 0.o2 0.04
0.03 0.01 0.01
0.05 0.02 0.04
0.05 0.02 0.04
0.07 0.03 0.05
0.05 0.02 0.05
0.06 0.03 0.06
0.08 0.04 0.07
0.06 0.02 0.03
0.09 0.03 0.06

SPEED brackets at 3 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

Bracket

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

I
10

Coefficient
of static

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

o.o2
0.02
0.01

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.01 0.01 0.01

0.03 0.01 0.02
0.03 0.01 0.02
o.o2 0.01 0.01

0.02 0.01 0.01

0.02 0.0'1 0.01

0.03 0.01 0.02
0.03 0.01 0.02
0.04 0.02 0.03
0.01 0 0.01

SPEED brackets at 6 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coeff icient
of static

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
I
I

'10

0.01

0.01

0.01

0
0
0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.01 0 0.01

0.01 0.01 0.01

0.03 0.01 0.02
0.01 0 0
0.01 0 0
0.01 0 0.01

0.01 0 0.01

0.02 0.01 0.01

0.01 0.01 0.01

0.02 0 0.01

SPEED brackets at 6 weeks and2 degrees of tip
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Bracket

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10

Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
o.o2 0.03 0.01 0.02
o.o2 0.05 0.02 0.04
0.03 0.06 0.02 0.04
0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03
o.02 0.03 0.01 0.03
o.o2 0.04 0.01 0.03
o.o2 0.04 0.02 0.04
0.03 0.06 0.02 0.04
0.02 0.05 0.o2 0.03
0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03

SPEED brackets at 6 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.05
2 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.07
3 0.05 0.'1 0.04 0.07
4 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.05
5 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.06
6 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.06
7 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.07
8 0.05 0.09 0.04 0.07
9 0.04 0.09 0.03 0.07

10 0.04 0 0.03 0.06

SPEED brackets at 6 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1

2
3
4
5

0 0.01

00
00
0 0.01

00
600
700
80
90

10 0

Quick brackets at 0 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

00
00
00
0 0.01

00
00
00
00
00
00

0
0
0

tn



Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
100
200
3 0 0.0'1

400
5 0.01 0.02
6 0.01 0.02
7 0.01 0.02
I 0 0.01

9 0.01 0.02

Quick brackets at 0 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.02
2 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02
3 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.o2
4 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
5 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.04
6 0.02 0.04 0.o2 0.03
7 0.03 0.05 0.o2 0.04
I 0.02 0.04 0.0't 0.02
I 0.03 0.6 0.o2 0.03

10 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.02

Quick brackets at 0 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

10

00
00
00
00

0.01 0.01

0 0.01

0.01 0.02
00

0.01 0.01

0 0.010.01 0.o2

Bracket

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
I

10

Coefficient Force Coeff icient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
0.04 0.08 0.o2 0.05
0.03 0.06 0.02 0.04
0.02 0.05 0.02 0.04
o.o2 0.04 0.o2 0.04
0.05 0.1 0.04 0.08
0.03 0.07 0.03 0.05
0.04 0.08 0.03 0.06
0.04 0.o7 0.02 0.04
0.05 0.1 0.03 0.06
0.04 0.09 0.02 0.04

Quick brackets at 0 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.02
2 0.03
3 0.01

4 0.02
5 0.02
60
7 0.01

8 0.0'1

9 0.01

10 0

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.03 0.01 0.02
0.06 0.03 0.0s
0.02 0.01 0.02
0.04 0.01 0.03
0.05 0.02 0.03
0.01 0 0
0.02 0.01 0.01

0.01 0 0.01

0.01 0 0
0.01 0 0

Quick brackets at 3 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient
of static

10
2 0.01

30
4 0.01

5 0.01

60
70
80
90

10 0

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.01 0 0.01

0.03 0.01 0.03
0 0 0.01

0.01 0.01 0.01

0.03 0.01 0.02
0.01 0 0

000
000
000
000

Quick brackets at 3 weeks and2 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
I

10

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N) of
static dynamic dynamic

0.05 0.02 0.03
0.06 0.02 0.04
0.03 0.01 0.02
0.04 0.02 0.03
0.03 0.01 0.03
0.03 0.01 0.03
o.o2 0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01 0.01

000
0.02 0.01 0.01

0.03
0.03
o.o2
0.02
0.01

0.02
0.01

0.01

0
0.01

Quick brackets at 3 weeks and 4 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.03
2 0.04
3 0.03
4 0.03
5 0.03
6 0.02
7 0.02

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.07 0.03 0.05
0.09 0.03 0.07
0.06 0.02 0.05
0.06 0.03 0.05
0.06 0.02 0.05
0.04 0.02 0.04
0.05 0.02 0.04
0.04 0.02 0.03
0.01 0 0
0.04 0.01 0.03

8

I
10

Quick brackets at 3 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient
of static

0.02
0.01

0.02

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
I

10

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.01 0 0.01

0.02 0.01 0.01

o.o2 0.01 0.01

0.02 0.1 0.o2
0.01 0 0
0.04 0.01 0.02
0.01 0 0.01

0.01 0 0
0.01 0 0.01

0.03 0.01 0.03

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02
0.01

0.01

0.0'1

0.02

Quick brackets at 6 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic

20
30
4 0.01

50
6 0.01

70
BO
90

10 0.01

0 -0.01

Quick brackets at 6 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

0
0

o.o2
0

0.02
0

0
0

o.o2

00
00
00

0.0'l o.o2
00

0.01 0.o2
00
00
00

0.01 0.02
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Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.01 0.01 0 0.01

2 0.o1 0.01 0 0.01

3 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.02
4 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04
5 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03
6 0.03 0.06 0.o2 0.04
7 0.01 0.01 0 0
80000
I 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02

10 0.o2 0.04 0.02 0.04

Quick brackets at 6 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1

2
3

4
5
6
7
I
I

10

0.03
o.o2
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.02
0.01

0.03
0.03

Force Coefficient Force
(N) of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.05 0.02 0.03
0.04 0.02 0.03
0.08 0.02 0.04
o.o7 0.03 0.07
0.09 0.04 0.07
0.09 0.03 0.06
0.04 0.01 0.03
o.o2 0.01 0.03
0.05 0.o2 0.05
0.06 0.03 0.05

Quick brackets at 6 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
2 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01

3 0.01 0.02 0.0'1 0.01

4 0.01 0.01 0 0
500.01 00
600.01 00
7 0.01 0.02 0 0.01

I 0.01 0.01 0 0.01

I 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
10 0 0.01 0 0

Damon 3 brackets at 0 weeks and 0 degrees of tip
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Bracket

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
I

10

Coefficient Force
of static (N) of

static
0 0.01

00
0 0.01

00
00
0 0.0'l
0 0.01

00
0 0.01

00

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
0 0.01

00
Damon 3 brackets at 0 weeks and2 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force
of static (N) of

static
1 0.01 0.02
2 0.01 0.03
3 0.01 0.03
4 0.01 0.02
5 0.01 0.02
6 0.02 0.04
7 0.01 0.03
B 0.01 0.02
I 0.02 0.03

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.03
0.01 0.02
0.0'l o.o2
0.0'1 0.02

0 0.01

Damon 3 brackets at 0 weeks and 4 degrees of tip
10

Bracket Coefficient Force
of static (N) of

static
1 0.02 0.05
2 0.03 0.06
3 0.03 0.06
4 0.02 0.05
5 0.03 0.05
6 0.03 0.06
7 0.03 0.06
8 0.02 0.05
I 0.03 0.06

0.01 0.01

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.02 0.03
0.02 0.04
0.02 0.03
0.o2 0.03
0.02 0.04
0.03 0.05
o.o2 0.04
0.02 0.05
0.02 0.05
0.02 0.03

Damon 3 brackets at 0 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
10 0.02 0.04
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.01

2 0.01

3 0.01

4 0.01

5 0.01

6 0.01

70
I 0.01

I 0.01
'10 0.01

Force
(N)of
static

0.03
o.02
0.03
0.01

0.01

o.o2
0.01

o.o2
o.02
0.01

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.01 0.02

0 0.01

0.01 0.02
0 0.01

0 0.01

0.01 0.01

00
0 0.01

0 0.01

0 0.01

Damon 3 brackets at 3 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient
of static

10
20
3 0.01

40
50
60
7 0.01

80
90

10 0

Force
(N)of
static

0
0.01

0.01

0
0.01

0.01

o.o2
0

0.0'1

0

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
00
0 0.01

00
00
00
0 0.01

0 0.01

00
00
00

Damon 3 brackets at 3 weeks and2 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.0'l
2 0.01

3 0.01

40
5 0.01

6 0.01

7 0.01

80
I O.O2

Force
(N)of
static

o.o2
o.o2
0.01

0.01

o.o2
o.o2
o.o2

0
0.03
o.o2

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.01 0.01

0.0'1 0.02
0.01 0.01

00
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02

00
0.01 0.02
0.0'l 0.01

Damon 3 brackets at 3 weeks and 4 degrees of tip
10 0.01
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

'10

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01

o.o2
0.02
0.02
0.01

0.03
0.02

Force
(N)of
static

0.04
0.03
0.03
o.o2
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.0ô
0.03

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.01 0.03
0.01 0.03
0.01 0.o2
0.01 0.01

0.01 0.03
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01

0.01 0.03
0.01 0.o2

Damon 3 brackets at 3 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
I

10

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0
0.01

0.01

0.01
0

Damon 3 brackets at 6 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

0.01

0.02
o.o2
0.03
o.o2

0
0.01

0.0'1

o.o2
0.01

Bracket

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10

00
0.1 0.o2

0.01 0.01

0.01 0.01

0 0.01

00
0 0.01

00
0.01 0.01

0 0.01

Coeff icient
of static

0
0

0.0'1

0
0.01

0.01

0

0
0.01

0

Force
(N)of
static

0
0.01

0.01

0
o.o2
o.o2

0
0

0.01

0

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
00
0 0.01

0 0.01

00
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01

00
00

0.01 0.01

00
Damon 3 brackets at 6 weeks and 2 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.01

2 0.01

3 0.02
4 0.01

5 0.02
6 0.03
7 0.01

80
I 0.02'10 0

Force
(N)of
static

0.03
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.05
o.o2

0
0.04
0.01

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.01 0.01

0.01 0.02
0.01 0.03
0.01 0.01

0.01 0.03
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01

00
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01

Damon 3 brackets at 6 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.03
2 0.02
3 0.03
4 0.01

5 0.02
6 0.04
7 0.02
8 0.01

I 0.03

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.05 0.01 0.02
0.04 0.02 0.04
0.06 0.o2 0.04
o.o2 0.01 0.02
0.05 0.02 0.04
0.08 0.02 0.03
0.03 0.01 0.02
0.02 0 0.01

o.o7 0.02 0.04
o.o2 0.0't o.o2

Damon 3 brackets at 6 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
10

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.0'1

2 0.01

3 0.01

4 0.01

50
6 0.01

7 0.01

I 0.01

90
'10 0

0.01

Force
(N)of
static

0.01

o.o2
o.o2
0.02

0
o.o2
o.o2
0.01

0.01

0

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
00
0 0.01

0.01 0.01

0.01 0.01

00
0 0.01

0.01 0.02
0 0.01

00
00

In-Ovation brackets at 0 weeks and 0 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficieni
of static

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
I
9

10

Force Coefficient Force

0.01

0
0.01

0
o.o2
0.01

o.o2
0.01

0.01
0.01

(N)of ol
static dynamic dynamic

In-Ovation brackets at 0 weeks and2 degrees of tip

o.o2
0

o.o2 0.01 0.01

Bracket Coefficient
of static

0.01

0.03
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.01

o.o2

0.01 0.02
00

(N)of

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
I

'10

0 0.0'1

0.0'1 0.02
0.01 0.01

0.01 0.03
0.01 0.01

0 0.01

0.01 0.o2

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
o.o2
o.o2
0.03
o.o2
o.o2
o.o2

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of
static dynamic dynamic

ln-Ovation brackets at 0 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03

Bracket Coefficient
of static

o.o2 0.03
0.01 0.02
0.02 0.03
0.01 0.02
0.02 0.03
0.01 0.03
0.02 0.05
o.o2 0.03
0.01 0.02
o.o2 0.03

(N)of

'l

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10

o.o2
0.02
0.02
o.o2
0.02
0.02
0.03
o.o2
o.o2
o.o2

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of
static dynamic dynamic

In-Ovation brackets at 0 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03

o.o2 0.03
0.01 0.o2
0.02 0.03
0.01 0.02
o.o2 0.03
0.01 0.03
0.02 0.05
o.o2 0.03
0.01 0.02
0.02 0.03

(N)of

126



Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.03
2 0.01

3 0.01

4 0.03
5 0.01

6 0.02
7 0.02
I 0.01

I 0.01
10 0

Force Coefficient
(N)of of
static dynamic

0.06 0.o2
0.03 0.01

0.02 0.01

0.06 0.02
o.o2 0
0.03 0.01

0.05 0.02
0.03 0.01

0.03 0.01

0.01 0

ln-Ovation brackets at 3 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.01

2 0.01

3 0.01

4 0.01

5 0.01

6 0.01

7 0.01

80
90

10 0

Force
(N)of

dynamic
0.04
o.o2
0.01

0.05
0.01

0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02

0

Force Coeff icient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.03 0.01 0.03
o.o2 0.01 0.01

0.01 0 0.01

0.03 0.01 0.03
0.01 0 0.01
0.01 0 0.01
o.o2 0.01 0.02
0.01 0 0.01

000
000

In-Ovation brackets at 3 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

Bracket Coeff icient
of static

1 0.02
2 0.02
3 0.02
4 0.02
5 0.02
6 0.02
7 0.02
I 0.02
I 0.01

10 0

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N) of
static dynamic dynamic

0.05 0.02 0.04
0.03 0.01 0.03
0.03 0.01 0.02
0.05 0.o2 0.04
0.03 0.01 0.02
0.04 0.01 0.03
0.04 0.02 0.03
0.03 0.01 0.03
0.02 0.01 0.01
0.01 0 0

In-Ovation brackets at 3 weeks and 4 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.04
2 0.03
3 0.03
4 0.04
5 0.03
6 0.03
7 0.02
I 0.03
9 0.02

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of
static dynamic dynamic

ln-Ovation brackets at 3 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

0.08
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.0310

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.02
2 0.01

3 0.02
4 0.01

5 0.01

6 0.0'1

7 0.01

80

0.03 0.07
0.02 0.04
0.02 0.04
0.03 0.06
0.02 0.04
0.02 0.05
0.02 0.03
0.02 0.04
0.01 0.03
0.01 0.02o.o2

(N)of

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of
static dynamic dynamic

In-Ovation brackets at 6 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

o.o4

I
10

0.03 0.01 0.02
0.04
o.o2
o.o2
0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02
0.03

Bracket Coefficient
of static

10
2 0.01

30
40
50
ô0
7 0.01

80
90

10 0

0.01

0.01

(N)of

0 0.01

0.01 0.03
0.01 0.01

0.01 0.02
0 0.01

0 0.01

00
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

In-Ovation brackets at 6 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

0
0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0
0.01

0
0

0.01

00
0 0.01

00
00
00
00

0.01 0.01

00
00
00
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.01

2 0.02
30
4 0.o2
5 0.02
6 0.01

7 0.02
80
9 0.01

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of
static dynamic dynamic

In-Ovation brackets at 6 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

0.03
0.03

0
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.01

10

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.03
2 0.03
3 0.0'1

4 0.03
5 0.03
6 0.02
7 0.03
I 0.01

I 0.02

00
0.01 0.03

00
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.03
0.0'l o.o2
0.01 0.o2

00

o.o2

(N)of

0.03 0.01 0.02
0.03 0.01 0.02

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

ln-Ovation brackets at 6 weeks and 6 degrees of tip

o.o7
0.06
o.o2
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.03
0.04
o.o710

Bracket Coeff icient
of static

1 0.01

2 0.01

3 0.0'1

40
5 0.01

6 0.01

70

0.01 0.02
0.02 0.05
0.01 0.0'1

0.02 0.05
o.o2 0.04
o.o2 0.04
o.o2 0.05
0.01 0.01

0.02 0.03
0.02 0.040.03

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of
static dynamic dynamic

I
I

10

Smart Clip brackets at 0 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

0.01

0.02
0.02
0.0'l
0.01

0.02
0.01

0.01

0
o.o2

0

0
0.01

0 0.01

0 0.01

0.01 0.01

0 0.01

0 0.01

0.01 0.o2
00
00
00

0.01 0.o2

(N)of
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Bracket Coefficient Force
of static (N) of

static
100
2 0.01 0.01

3 0 0.01

4 0 0.01

5 0 0.01

6 0.01 0.02
7 0.o1 0.o2
I
I

10

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
00
0 0.01

00
00
0 0.01

0.01 0.01

0.01 0.01

00
00
0 0.01

Smart Clip brackets at 0 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

Bracket Coeff icient Force Coeff icient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic

00
00
0 0.01

1 0.01 0.02
2 0.01 0.02
3 0.02 0.03
4 0.02 0.03
5 0.01 0.01

6 0.02 0.04
7 0.o2 0.03
B 0.0'l 0.02
9 0.0'l o.o2

Smart Clip brackets at 0 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

Bracket Coeff icient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic

10

0 0.01

0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.03
0.01 0.01

0.02 0.03
0.01 0.02

0 0.01

0.01 0.01

0.01 0.030.02 0.03

1 0.03 0.06
2 0.o2 0.03
3 0.02 0.05
4 0.03 0.07
5 0.01 0.03
6 0.04 0.08
7 0.02 0.04
I 0.02 0.04
9 0.0'1 0.03

Smart Clip brackets at 0 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
10

0.02 0.03
0.01 0.02
o.o2 0.04
0.03 0.06
0.01 0.02
0.03 0.06
0.01 0.03
o.o2 0.03
0.01 0.02
0.03 0.050.03 0.06

130



Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.01 0.02
2 0.01 0.02
3 0.01 0.02
4 0.01 0.02
5 0.01 0.03
6 0.01 0.03
7 0.01 0.02
I 0.01 0.0'1

900

Smart Clip brackets at 3 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic

10

0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.o2
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01

00
00
0 0.010.01 0.01

1 0 -0.01
2 0.01 0.01

3 0.01 0.01

4 0.01 0.01

500
6 0 0.01

7 0.01 0.02
I
9

10

Smart Clip brackets at 3 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic

0
0

0
0

0.01

0
0
0

0.01

0
0
00.01 0.01

1 0.01 0.01

2 0.02 0.04
3 0.02 0.04
4 0.02 0.04
5 0.01 0.03
6 0.02 0.04
7 0.02 0.04
8 0.01 0.02
9 0.02 0.03

0
0

-0.01

0.01

0.01

0

0
0.01

0.01

0
0

0.01

Smart Clip brackets at 3 weeks and 4 degrees of tip
10

0.01 0.01

0.02 0.04
0.02 0.03
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.03
0.02 0.03

0 0.01

0.01 0.o2
0.0'1 0.o2o.o2 0.03

t3r



Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.02 0.03
2 0.04 0.07
3 0.03 0.07
4 0.03 0.06
5 0.03 0.05
6 0.03 0.06
7 0.04 0.08
8 0.03 0.05
9 0.03 0.06

Smart Clip brackets at 3 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
10

Bracket Coefficient Force
of static (N) of

static
1 0.02 0.03
200
3 0.01 0.01

4 0.01 0.02
5 0.01 0.02
6 0.01 0.02
7 0.02 0.04
8 0.01 0.o2
I 0.01 0.01

0.02 0.03
0.03 0.06
0.03 0.05
0.02 0.04
0.02 0.04
0.03 0.05
0.03 0.05
0.01 0.03
o.o2 0.04
o.o2 0.040.03 0.06

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.01 0.02

0 0.01

0 0.01

0 0.0't
00
0 0.01

0.01 0.03
0.01 0.01

0 0.01
0.01 0.o2

Smart Clip brackets at 6 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N)of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic

10 0.01 0.02

1 0.01 0.01

2
3
4
5
6
7
B

9
10

0
0
0
0
0

0.01

0
0

Smart Clip brackets at 6 weeks and 2 degrees of tip

0
0

0
0
0

0.01

00
00
00
00
00

0.01 0.01

00
00

0 0.01

0 0.0'l

0
0

0 0.01
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Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03
2 0.01 0.02 0.0'l 0.02
300.0'1 00
40000
5 0.01 0.02 0 0.01
600.01 00
7 0.02 0.04 0.0'1 0.03
B 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
9 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

10 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03
Smart Clip brackets at 6 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.04 0.07
2 0.02 0.04
3 0.02 0.03
4 0.02 0.03
5 0.03 0.05
6 0.02 0.04
7 0.o4 0.08
I 0.02 0.04
I 0.03 0.05

Smart Clip brackets at 6 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
10

Bracket Coefficient
of static

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

10 0

0.03 0.05
o.o2 0.04
0.01 0.03
0.01 0.02
0.01 0.03
0.01 0.02
0.03 0.05
o.o2 0.04
0.02 0.03
0.03 0.050.03 0.06

Force Coefficient Force
(N) of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

Ttme 2 brackets at 0 weeks and 0 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
2 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01
3 0.0'1 0.02 0.01 0.02
4 0.01 0.o2 0.01 0.02
5 0.01 0.01 0 0.01

6 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
7 0.01 0.01 0 0.01

I 0.0'1 0.02 0.01 0.02
I 0.0'1 0.02 0.01 0.02

10 0.01 0.01 0 0.01

Ttme 2 brackets at 0 weeks and2 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.02
2 0.o2
3 0.03
4 0.o2
5 0.02
6 0.03
7 0.02
I 0.02
I 0.02

Force Coefficient Force
(N) of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

0.04 0.02 0.04
0.05 0.o2 0.03
0.07 0.o2 0.05
0.05 0.02 0.04
0.04 0.02 0.03
0.05 0.02 0.04
0.03 0.01 0.02
0.04 0.o2 0.04
0.04 0.02 0.03
0.04 0.02 0.03

Time 2 brackets at 0 weeks and 4 degrees of tip
10

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.04
2 0.04
3 0.05
4 0.04
5 0.03
6 0.04
7 0.03
I 0.03
9 0.03

0.02

Force Coefficient Force
(N) of of (N)of
static dynamic dynamic

o.o7 0.04 0.07
0.08 0.03 0.o7
0.1 0.04 0.08

0.08 0.04 0.07
0.06 0.03 0.05
0.09 0.03 0.06
0.06 0.02 0.05
0.07 0.03 0.06
0.07 0.03 0.05
o.o7 0.03 0.06

Time 2 brackets at 0 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
'10 0.04
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Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
100
2 0.o1 0.02
3 0.05 0.'1

4 0 0.01

5 0.01 0.02
6 0.01 0.o2
7 0.01 0.01

I 0.01 0.01

I 0.01 0.01

Time 2 brackets at 3 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.01 0.03 0 0.01

200.01 00
3 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.01

400.01 00
50000
6 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
70000.01
800.01 00
90000

10 0 0 0 0
Time2 brackets at 3 weeks and2 degrees of tip

10

00
0.01 0.01

0 0.01

00
0 0.01

0.01 0.02
0.0'1 0.01

0.01 0.01

00
000.01 0.01

Bracket

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10

Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
o.o2 0.03 0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02 0.0'l 0.01

0.06 0.12 0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01

0.0'1 0.o2 0 0.01

o.o2 0.04 0.01 0.03
0000.01

0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01

0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
0.01 0.o2 0.01 0.01

Time 2 brackets at 3 weeks and 4 degrees of tip
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Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.02
2 0.02
3 0.07
4 0.02
5 0.01

6 0.03
7 0.02
I 0.02
9 0.0'l

Force Coefficient Force
(N)of of (N) of
static dynamic dynamic

0.03 0.01 0.02
0.03 0.01 0.o2
0j4 0.02 0.04
0.03 0.0'1 0.02
0.03 0.01 0.01

0.06 0.02 0.04
0.04 0.02 0.03
0.04 0.01 0.02
0.03 0.02 0.03
0.03 0.01 0.02

Ttme 2 brackets at 3 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
10

Bracket Coefficient
of static

10
2 0.01

3 0.01

4 0.01

5 0.02
60
7 0.01

80
I 0.01

0.02

Force
(N)of
static

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
00
00
0 0.01

0 0.01

0.01 0.03
00
0 0.01

00
00

0.01 0.01

Time2 brackets at 6 weeks and 0 degrees of tip

0
o.o2
0.02
0.01

0.04
0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02'10

Bracket Coefficient
of static

1 0.01

20
30
40
5 0.01

60
70
8 0.01

I 0.01

0.01

Force
(N)of
static

0.01

0
0

0.01

o.o2
0.0'1

0.01

0.01

o.o2
0.02

Coefficient Force
of (N)of

dynamic dynamic
0.01 0.02

00
00
0 0.01

0.01 0.02
0 0.01

00
0 0.01

0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01

Time 2 brackets at 6 weeks and2 degrees of tip
10 0.01
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Bracket

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
I
I

10

Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03

0000
0.01 0.o2 0.01 0.01

0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02
0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01

0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02
0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02
0.01 0.03 0.01 0.o2

Time2 brackets at 6 weeks and 4 degrees of tip

Bracket Coefficient Force Coefficient Force
of static (N) of of (N) of

static dynamic dynamic
1 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03
2 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
3 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03
4 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03
5 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03
6 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03
7 0.o2 0.04 0.01 0.02
I 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03
I 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.03

10 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03
TimeZ brackets at 6 weeks and 6 degrees of tip
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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to examine differences in static and dynamic

friction resistance between different self-ligating and conventional bracket systems, over

time and with different angles of bracket rip.

Materials and Methods: This study tested seven different groups of brackets. There

was one group of conventional brackets: Ovation R (GAC) ligated with elastomerics.

There were six groups of self-ligating brackets: Quick (ForestadenÐ, SPEED (SPEED),

In-Ovation (GAC), Damon 3 (Ormco), Smart Clip (3M Unitek) and Time 2 (American

Orthodontics). Each group consisted of ten brackets paired with a 0.016" Sentalloy,

straight archwire (GAC). Brackets were bonded to a hardware apparatus, using Prime &

Bond NT (3M), which was attached to a ZwtckUniversal Testing Machine. Sentalloy

wires were pulled individually at 1.58mm/sec through the bracket for a distance of

60mm. Each test yielded values for average forces of dynamic friction. Each wire/bracket

combination was tested at 0o and 6' of tip at the initial time of testing (0 weeks) and after

3 and 6 weeks of being immersed in water at37" C.

Results: Ovation brackets produced the highest forces of dynamic friction (p<0.0001).

All self-ligating brackets produced lower frictional values than conventionally ligated

brackets. When self-ligating brackets are compared to each other it was found that

passive self-ligating brackets, Damon 3 and Smart Clip, tended to produce lower dynamic

frictional forces than active self-ligating brackets (p<0.05).

Conclusions: Conventionally ligated brackets are the least friction resistant brackets

when compared to self-ligating systems. Passive self-ligating brackets tended to produce

lower frictional forces than active self-ligating brackets. When friction is considered

Abstract
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important in orthodontic treatment, the use of passive self-ligating brackets may offer

advantages.
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An orthodontist must understand both the biologic as well as the biomechanical

variables of tooth movement. One of the important biomechanical variables which

influences tooth movement in orthodontic practice is friction.

Friction is defined as the resistance to motion when one object moves tangentially

to another (Cacciafesta et.al. 2003).It is the goal of successful clinical practice to control

friction by maximizingthe efficiency as well as the reproducibility of appliances used

(Kusy and Whitley 1991). There are two different kinds of friction:

Introduction

-Static friction, defined as the force that needs to be overcome to start the motion

-Kinetic or dynamic friction, defined as the force needed to resist the sliding

motion of one object over another (Cacciafesta et.al. 2003).

It is also the goal of orthodontic biomechanics to keep the frictional and applied

forces as low as possible, so as to avoid the detrimental effects of strain on anchorage, in

accordance with Newton's third law of motion which dictates that for every action there

is an equal and opposite reaction. It has been shown that betwee n l2Vo and 60Vo of the

applied force may be lost to friction (Kusy and Whitley 1997). Others have shown with

finite element analysis, that between as much as 607o and 80Vo of the applied orthodontic

force may be lost during retraction by sliding mechanics of a canine along a rectangular

archwire (Kojima and Fukui 2005; Hain et.al. 2006).

There are two different types of friction that take place in orthodontics. The first

type of friction, called classical friction, exists when there is sufficient clearance between

the bracket and the archwire and the system is passive. Classical friction depends on

three factors: plowing, roughness inte¡locking and shearing (Kusy and Whitley 1997). On
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the other hand, when the wire and the bracket slot are in an active configuration, as is the

case when high bracket to wire tip angulation, beyond the critical angle, and torque are

used, additional factors ofbinding and notching need to be considered alongside classical

friction (Thorstenson and Kusy 2003, Thorstenson and Kusy 2004).

One of the parameters which contributes to orthodontic friction is the method of

bracket ligation. Conventional clinical orthodontic practice involves both ligature tied

twin brackets and self-ligating brackets. Self-ligating brackets utilize a mechanical

device built into the bracket to close the bracket slot. They may be passive or active.

Passive brackets are those where the closing device or the door is passive and does not

contact the wire and thus applies no force to the wire as it is engaged in the slot. Active

brackets are those that involve a spring or a clip, which applies a ligation force to ensure

that the archwire is seated in the slot (Thorstenson and Kusy 2002). On the other hand,

conventional, non-self ligating bracket systems utilize ligatures, tied around the bracket

wings to engage the wire in the slot. These ligatures may be polyurethane elastomeric,

stainless steel or polymer coated. It was shown that different self-ligating bracket systems

have less friction to the sliding of the orthodontic wire when compared with

conventional, non self-ligated bracket systems (Haradine 2001, Henao and Kusy 2004).

Purpose of the Study:

The purpose of this study was to examine:

1. Diffe¡ences in dynamic/kinetic friction resistance between different self-ligating

systems and a conventional bracket system at 0 and 6 degrees of bracket tip

The difference in frictional resistance between different self-ligating and a

conventional bracket system at three and six week intervals (simulating the mid

2.
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period and the end period of orthodontic adjustments using water to better

simulate hydrated oral conditions)
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This study tested eight different groups of brackets, with ten brackets per group.

Each bracket was individually paired with a single straight length 0.016" Sentalloy

(GAC), Nickel-Titanium archwire. The following bracket groups were tested: Ovation-R,

a conventional bracket (GAC lnternational Inc., 355 Knickerbocker Avenue, Bohemia,

New York); In-Ovation, an active self-ligating bracket (GAC, lnternational Inc., 355

Knickerbocker Avenue, Bohemia, New York); SPEED, an active self-ligating bracket

(SPEED System Orthodontics, Strite Industries Ltd.,298 Shepherd Avenue, Cambridge,

Ontario); Time 2, a active self-ligating bracket (American Orthodonti cs, 17 14 Cambridge

Avenue, Sheboygan, Wisconsin); Quick, an active self-ligating bracket (Forestadent,15l

\üy'estliche, 15172 Pforzheim, Germany); Smart Clip, a passive self-ligating bracket (3M

Unitek Orthodontic Products, 2124 South Peck Road, Monrovia, California); Damon 3, a

passive self-ligating bracket (Ormco Corporation,IJIT West Collins, Orange,

California).

AZwick Universal Testing Machine (Model 2010), employing a master test

program (test Xpert V10.1 1), was utilized for the purposes of this experiment. A 50N-

load cell was mounted and calibrated to the Zwick Universal Testing Machine. ln

addition, a hardware apparatus was constructed for the pu¡poses of this experiment. This

apparatus consisted of an adjustable bracket base, which could be rotated relative to the

vertical column as well as brought into and out of the vertical column centerpiece. The

vertical column component contained a vertical line, which was machined along its

midline. An adjustable bracket base contained a line machined along its midline,

effectively dividing its circular surface into two equal halves. In addition, a line

Materials and Methods
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representing 6" degrees of tip from the midline vertical line, were drawn on the vertical

column.

Elastomeric, 'doughnut', ligatures produced by American Orthodontics were used

to secure ligation around Ovation-R brackets (GAC). All brackets were bonded to the

adjustable bracket base using the Prime Bond NT (3M). Each bracket was mounted by

aligning the slot with the line marking the midline of the adjustable bracket base. Bracket

base was then adjusted so that its midline line lined up with the midline line of the

vertical column.

0.016" Sentalloy wires, coupled with the brackets were then mounted into

the test apparatus and secured using the Allen key. The friction-testing program was then

used to start the test path. The test path utilized a crosshead speed of 1.58mm/s. At the

end of each test, the program provided the values for the average force of

dynamic/kinetic frictions. The values were then recorded as forces of friction at 0o of

bracket tip. The bracket base was then adjusted for 6o degrees of bracket tip and the

same test was performed. These measurements were repeated for each of the ten brackets

in a group, and for seven groups.

Following the initial testing during dry conditions all the brackets were immersed

in water and left at 3'7"C for a period of three weeks. Following the three-week period all

the measurements were repeated. The brackets were then immersed in water at3JoC for

another three weeks. All the measurements were repeated following the second period of

three weeks.

Statistical analysis was performed using the SAS v 9.1 and involved a three-way

analysis of variance, ANOVA, to find relationships between friction produced by various
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bracket types, different angles of tip and time. A Bonferroni adjustment was performed

for the 12 comparisons of each pair of types compared. A relationship was considered

significant throughout the entire study for a three-way ANOVA if p<0.004.
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At the initial time of testing and at 0 degrees of tip, Ovation brackets, ligated with

conventional elastomeric ligatures, produced the highest forces of dynamic friction when

compared with self-ligating brackets tested (p<0.004), see Fig. 1 for friction force values

at 0 degrees of tip. As well, Ovation brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip produced higher

frictional forces than the other bracket groups tested (p<0.004), see Fig. 2 for friction

force values at 6 degrees oftip.

As well, Ovation brackets tested after three weeks and at 0 degrees of tip

Results

produced higher frictional forces than all other bracket groups tested (p<0.004). The same

was true of Ovation brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip, which produced higher frictional

forces than all other bracket groups tested (p<0.004).

After six weeks, and at 0 degrees of tip, Ovation brackets produced higher

frictional forces than all other bracket groups tested (p<0.00a). The same was true at 6

degrees of tip, as Ovation brackets produced higher frictional forces than all other bracket

groups tested (p<0.004).

When self-ligating brackets are compared to each other it was found that at the

initial time of testing and at 0 degrees of tip that all self-ligating brackets produced

similar dynamic frictional forces.

At the initial time of testing and at 6 degrees of tip, Time 2 brackets produced

higher dynamic frictional forces than all other brackets tested. As well, SPEED, Quick

and In-Ovation brackets produced higher frictional forces than Smart Clip brackets.

Lastly, In-Ovation and Quick brackets produced higher frictional forces than Damon 3

brackets.
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After 3 weeks and at 0 degrees of tip, In-Ovation brackets produced higher

dynamic frictional forces than SPEED, Damon 3 and Time 2 brackets. As well, Quick

brackets produced higher frictional forces than Time 2 brackets.

After 3 weeks and at 6 degrees of tip, SPEED, Quick, In-Ovation and Smart Clip

brackets produced higher dynamic frictional forces than Damon 3 brackets. As well,

SPEED, Quick, Smart Clip and ln-Ovation brackets produced higher frictional forces

than Time 2 brackets.

After 6 weeks and at 0 degrees of tip, SPEED brackets produced higher dynamic

frictional forces than Time 2 brackets. All other brackets produced similar frictional

forces.

After 6 weeks and at 6 degrees of tip, SPEED brackets again produced higher

frictional forces than all other brackets tested. As well, Quick brackets produced higher

dynamic frictional forces than Damon 3, Smart Clip, Time 2 and In-Ovation brackets.

When within group comparisons are made over time, Ovation R brackets tested at

the initial time of testing and at a given angle of tip exhibited higher forces of dynamic

friction than the brackets tested after 3 and 6 weeks at the same angle of tip. Ovation

brackets tested after 3 and 6 weeks exhibited similar forces of dynamic friction.

SPEED brackets at 0 degrees of tip produced significantly higher frictional forces

after 3 and 6 weeks than at the initial time of testing. SPEED brackets tested at 6 degrees

of tip produced the highest frictional forces after 6 weeks. Quick brackets at 0 degrees of

tip produced significantly lower forces at the initial time of testing than after 3 and 6

weeks. Quick brackets at 6 degrees of tip produced the highest frictional forces at the

initial time of testing. Damon 3 brackets at 0 degrees of tip produced similar frictional
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forces at all three testing times. Damon 3 brackets at 6 degrees of tip produced the

highest frictional forces at the initial time of testing. In-Ovation brackets at 0 degrees of

tip produced lower forces at the initial time of testing than after 3 weeks. In-Ovation

brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip produced the highest frictional forces at the initial time

of testing. Smart Clip brackets produced similar frictional forces for at all three testing

times and at a given angle of tip. Lastly, Ttme 2 brackets at 0 degrees of tip produced

similar forces at all testing times. As well, Time 2 brackets at 6 degrees of tip produced

the highest frictional forces at the initial time of testing.
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significance (p<0.004) that conventional brackets produced higher static and dynamic

frictional forces than all the self-ligating brackets tested. This was true at 0, 3 and 6

weeks and at all different angles of bracket tip. This is consistent with research of others

(Sims et.al. 1993, Sims et.al.1994,Pizzoni et.al. 1998, Khambay et aL.2004, Henao and

Kusy 2005). Interestingly, there is one report in the literature, which demonstrated higher

frictional forces in self-ligating brackets than in conventionally tied brackets (Redlich

et.al. 2003). This discrepancy in the evidence may be a testament to the lack of research

design standardization between studies.

As expected, the results of this study demonstrated with high statistical

Discussion

The results of our study confirm the belief that conventionally ligated brackets

produce higher frictional forces. One large component of the increased frictional force is

the very high seating force that is exerted on the wire by the elastic or a stainless steel

ligatures. This, coupled with the friction between the elastic/stainless steel ligature and

the wire results in higher forces. On the other hand, with all self-ligating brackets, the

frictional forces were lower. A significant factor to consider is the size of the wire used in

this study. Because a 0.016" Sentalloy wire was used in brackets with0.022" slots, the

wire was essentially passive in all the self-ligating brackets tested and there was some

'piay' between the wire and the bracket slot. Thus, all the self-ligating brackets produced

significantly lower frictional forces than the conventionally tied brackets.

Damon 3 and Smart Clip brackets tended to produce lower or similar frictional

forces compared to active self ligating brackets with the exception of Smart Clip brackets
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tested after 3 weeks and at 6 degrees of tip, when they produced higher frictional forces

than Time 2 brackets.

The results of this study indicate that there is a tendency for the passive self-

ligating brackets to produce lower frictional forces than active self-ligating brackets.

However, it is important not to equate the statistical significance found in this study with

clinical significance. While the forces produced by the conventionally ligated brackets

were from 20-409 greater than those produced by self-ligating brackets, there was only

up to 59 of difference in the forces produced by the self-ligating brackets.

There is no study in the literature that compared the exact combination of

different bracket groups coupled with a 0.016" Sentalloy. However, a study by

Thorstenson and Kusy (2002) compared Activa, Damon 2, Twinlock, In-Ovation, SPEED

and Time brackets coupled with a 0.018x0.025 stainless steel wire. It was found that

brackets with passive slides, Activa, Damon 2 and Twinlock, produced lower dynamic

frictional values when compared to active self-ligating brackets (Thorstenson and Kusy

2002).In a more recent study, Henao and Kusy (2004, Article B) confirmed that passive

self-ligating brackets produce lower dynamic frictional forces than active self-ligating

brackets.

It was found that all bracket groups tested produced higher frictional forces at 6

degrees of tip than at 0 degrees oftip. Previous research has found that from 0 to 4

degrees of tip, there is a tendency for the frictional forces to be constant and low. As the

angle of tip increases past 4 degrees, it was found that the dynamic frictional forces

produced tend to increase in constant increments (Thorstenson and Kusy 2001,

Thorstenson and Kusy 2003, Thorstenson and Kusy 2004). This is a reflection of passive
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and active configurations as the wires slide through brackets. If the angle of tip is below

the critical contact angle, the wire is considered passive and it is not binding to the

corners of the bracket slot. Once the critical contact angle of tip is reached, the wire

begins to bind and the dynamic frictional forces increase (Thorstenson and Kusy 2001). It

was shown that with a 0.018x0.025" stainless steel wire, the contact angles for brackets

ranged from 2.8-4.5 degrees (Thorstenson and Kusy 2002). There are no specific

examples in the literature of contact angles with 0.016" round wires but it can be

expected that the exact angle would be higher than for the 0.018x0.025" wire. This may

place the brackets tested at 6 degrees of tip above the critical contact angle.

Ovation R brackets produced the highest dynamic frictional forces at the

initial/dry time of testing. When tested after 3 and 6 weeks of being immersed in water at

37 degrees Celsius, Ovation R brackets produced significantly lower static frictional

forces. Time did not have a consistent effect on frictional force production among self-

ligating brackets.
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This study has confirmed that the self-ligating bracket systems produced lower

static and dynamic frictional forces than a conventional bracket system. Passive self-

ligating brackets, namely Damon 3 and Smart Clip, produced lower static and dynamic

frictional forces compared to active self-ligating brackets, which included In-Ovation,

SPEED, Time 2 and Quick brackets. As well, all brackets at 6 degrees of tip produced

higher frictional forces than the ones tested at 0 degrees of tip. Lastly, the effect of

incubation in water at37"C for three and six weeks did not have an effect on the

frictional forces produced by all the brackets. Conventional brackets ligated with

elastomeric ligatures exhibited lower frictional forces after 3 and 6 weeks compared to

the initial time of testing at 0 weeks. Time did not have a consistent effect on frictional

force production among self-ligating brackets.

Conclusions
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